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'ABSTRACT '

This technical 'paper summarizes what'is known about
th receipt of in-kind income; that is,1 beneflte that .take a non-cash'
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Medicare, etc.), or the privateector (health .insurance,,:tree
hoOsing, etc.). hé problem addressed in:the paper is the development

:of a-theoretically- adceptableliAet empirically dmpleientable, ir

'methOdOlogy for converting..i*7)eind income anto its equivalent casn
frOmthe .perspectiVe of:the direct recipient. The,conversion

'depends.on.the preferences. of individual:recipients. and on the ,

preciSe parameters-of the:in-kind subsidy.1The :paper focuses on four,
types of. in-kind.benefits: "food stamps, public.housing, Medicaid, and
Medicare) since data on Other types of.in-kind. benefits'are sparse.
Pox these four types, .impacts aCroSs families and across states are
sizeable. The Paper alsodiscusses hoW'to value the:inCrease in.
.income;from in-kind subsidies and it shows hawhindivjdual recipients,
may_beaffected differently. by the receipt o4 in7kind income. Some of

'thefiiidings include the following: (1) in-kind income makes dany
ernons-and families better. off, 'though they may.not be better. offitO
'the full extent of. the- provider, outlays on the in-kind. goods; (2) .1n

.crder .for income to:be treated' Consistently with cash inpOme

the provider cost of inAIAd subsidAs muSi, be reduced to its cash..
'equivalent Nalue- to ,rcapient'families;. (3).empirical findings show
the cash equivalent value of various in-kind subsidiesto be m

,:signifiCantlf below gdvernment- cost,,.and (4). the average cash :

equi4alent values will-viry.shatply across families by income/level,
.famkily 'size, and other demographic characteristics. (Author/AM)
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PREFACE
7

SectiOn 823, of the ELcation Amendments of 1974 (PL 93-380,)
requiresa thorough study of the *manner in'which the
relative measure of poverty for use in the financial'
asaistance prOgram, authorized by Title I of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965, may be more accuratelY
and currently developed.

That financial assistance program is administered hy the Commissione
of Education,thL4pugh the Office of Education, DepartMent of Health;
Education, 4nd Welfare, An inç,ortant feature is the use of a formula J.

prescribed by.Section 103 of the E ementary and Secondary Education Act .
for the annual distribution of Federal funds to school districts. A
,significant factor in the formula is the num6er f school-age children
5 to 17 in poor families within eacKschool district. The measure of
poverty which ia.used, and which is-the subject of the study mandated
by Section 823,:is the Federaa government's official statistical definiti
of poverty (also known as the'Orshansky, OMB, Census Bureau, or Social
Security poverty lines).

t

Cther work related to Poverty measUrement has been called for in
recent.legislative-acts. In the Comprehensive Employment and:Training
Act, the SecretirY of Labor is directed to deVelop and maintain compre-
.hensive household,budget data at differeht levlla of living., including .

a "level of;adequady." Any such review of the level of adequacy must,
necessarily,be.closely related to measures of poverty.- The Housing.and
Community DeVelopment Act of 1974.gives the, Secretary:of HUD. authority-
to adjust the:poverty measUre to reflect local.variatiOns in the coat
of living. "The Conference Report aCcompanying it directs th&Secretary -

to develop or obtain data With respeet to the "extent of poverty" by .

metropolitan areas and toaubmit such data to the Congress as part of
:a March 31, 1977, report. .

Because of. the broad scope of the subject matter, coverage .of the
;study op:the measure of poverty mandated by Section 82j0 of the EduCation
Amendments.of 1974, was extended to include implicatio4 of the stUdy
findings for the poVerty-related programs of all affected Federal .

departments and ageAcies The Title, I program of the Elementary and
Secondary Educatioh.Act was given,the)most detailed treatmeht, to meet
the legislatively-mahdated apecifications"for the study as well as to
serve as a Primary eXampIe of-application of the concepts'of poverty
measurement to Federal programs. The findings of the study are published
in a report entitled,'"The Measure of Poverty." An importantobjective
6f the study was full.discussion and documentation of the major elements,
of currently applied ahd potentially unable poverty measures. Material .

containing essential,supporting documentation' for the study was assembled
as technical paperg,' These have been written to stand alone as complete
technical treatMerits ot.apecific subjects.

A
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ask Force of the Subcommittee on the Education Of the Dis-
(s estudy,was Performed undee the dieect ;iIgUidance of. a ;0erty

advantag and,Minorities, Federal Inter,-Agency Committee on Education.
Technicai papers were pieparecrat the request of, under theOirection.
of, and s blect to,review by'the Task Force members:. ,SOme papers
are primai1i the work of one or two persons; these are attributed t

their au ors.,.0thert result fromthe collective input of Task Forc

members o advisors apd pecific attributeon is given except tcR

the Task orce,'as a who e.

The 011owing listings show members of the Poverty ttudies Task
Force by propriate Federal departments and agencies, and the tifles
and authors of the technical papers.

This report contains Technical Paper VII, Ip-Kind IncoMe.and.lhe
Measurement of Poverty. This paper was Produced by Janic Peskin',

Office of Income Security Policy, Officp of the Assistant Secretary
for Planning and E1:7aluation, Deptartment of Health, Eduoa ion,

and Welfare.

.To obtain copies of the'report, "The Masureof Pov Ity," or any
of the technicarpapers, please write to:

..

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planninqfand Evaluation
Department of Health, Education, and,Welfare I
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.

.

Roca' 443D - South Portal Building
Washington,'D. C. ,20201 . ,4
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I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Individuals'in our society receive a multitude of kW-benefits; that
is; benefits that take a non-cash form. These benefits'or subsidies may be
provided by the government or ttnisl private sector., Examples of government in-
kind subsidies range from in-ki transfers (such as food stamps or Medicare)
to investments in.human capital (such as ih education) to subsidies within
the taxNSystem (suet' as interest and property tax deductions for homeowners)-.
In the private sector, in-kind benefits such as health insurance or free
housing may be pebvided by employers or benefits may accrue solely fron .

individual family decisions as in the cases of owner-occupied housing or
home-grown food.

In,kind benefits.are now sizable in absolute terme. Mpreover,.they have
.grown sharply.over the past decade in breadth and size.. Outlays in the.food
stamp program have,risen from less than $160 millioq in 1965 to $4.6 billion'.
in fiscal year 1975. Medicare and Medicaid, which were not legislated until
1965, now cost over $25.billion a year and the employer-Trovided portion
of.private health insurance is ettimated to total around $20 billion annually.,:
Deductions of mortgage interest and property taxes on owntr-occupied homes. -1

'are estimated to cost around,$10 billion a year in lost tax revenues.
-

To exclude.in-kind benefits clearly biases aggregate income in a downward
- direction. Even,more importantly, however, to ignore in-kind income distorts .
comparisons over a period of time and across households; The rise in in-kind

. transfers to low-income hou olds during the past decade has been several times
that of cipublic assistan e transferst Fringebenefits have also been rising

. relative to wa s and salarieS. Moreover, the incidence of in-kind benefits is
particularly u en acros ho holds. blot only do the.4varioUs.types of govern ,

ment and privat -kind benef ts apply to prescribed; and often different,
// populations, but-the incidence of each type of in-kind income across the potent-

ially eligible population is very uneven. Many examples of this uneVen incidence
can be-cited, among them the 50 percent participation rate among eligibles
in the food stamp program; .the eXclusion of many low-income households 'from .

eligibility for Medicaid andof most from public housing; and employer-provided
'health and life insurance,.1,,hich.in 1970 covered two:thirds of non7oftice
employees in hpriunion establishments but 97 percent in union establishments.

N

Despite the obvious importance

\\

of in-kwd.benefits in our present-day. ,

6economy,,statistics on individual in 42 s cdllected by the Bureau of the Census
in the decennial Census aod in the MarchCurient Population Survey.-- and
utilized in the measuremeht of poverty and of.the distiibution of income --
exclude all types of in-kind benefits. Census statistics utilize a regular
before-tax cash income definition and, as a result,.ap noted above, aggregate
income statistics are biased downward4 improvement in economic well-being
over a periOd of time i$ underestimated, and comparieons across households are
distorted. ,Moreover, in-kind incomig is ignored in the measurement of poverty
at present both because Census incomes.are of ne-t-eseity used in measuring

'the numbers of pet-tons in poVerty and because the poverty threshold itself
ignores the satisfaction of basic needs through in-kind:benefits. The Oovesty
threshold builds uponethe full cost of the USDA Ecqnny FoO6UPlan.1 Yet 40.



'lercent of families and -20 percent of unrelated individuals.with.incoMes
below the poverty line are ettimated to Pat,ticipate in the food stamp
program and, as participants, receive thelEconomy Food Plan at zero ot

reduced cost. For'these households, true incomes relative to the poverty
threshold are-underestimated, or alternatively, the poverty threshold is
overestimated relative to cash incdthes. .

This paper summarizes what is known about the icceipt of'in-kind income.
Its focus is the impact oficertain.in-kind benefits on individual persons
and families, and its Ultimate purpose the development of a frawmeork
for extendingthe Cenpus income,definition tb include certain types of
in-kihd income. in this regard,its scope is far narrower than a study of
IMpacts of.all Federal programt, for example.

-

Requirements for implementation of a cath Plus in-kind income defini-

.tion are detailed later. Any implementation.of a cash plus in-kind.income
definition will first have to delineate'the types of in-kind subsidies
that will be included among`the hundreds or perhaps thoUsands ofesubsidies

, that exidt. While any such delineation will be, to some degree, arbitrary,
several reasonable criteria can be used in order tb make implementation
manageable. Fick,. a measure 6f in-kind income should be confined to the
provision ofspecific goods and services, quantitatively large in the
aggregate, to identifiable persons or,families. Second, goods anAlservices
should be confined to substitutes for current cash income; thus consumption
of goodt, Out not investments in human capital Dor intangible benefits such
as.thoie from owned homes, would be included. .Finally, an in-kind'strategy
might at least begin with,the basic needs of fodd, housing, and °health care,

comon to-all persons. .

Even if agreement tan bejeached that in-kind income should be confined,
at least initially, to. the areas of food, housing, and health, implementation
will be more difficult for certain types of in-kind subsidied than fpr otherp.
It is shown later, for example, that while Medicaid and Medicare benefits can
be readily identified, employer-proWed health insurance benefits pill,be,
difficult to ascertain. Ifthe funds are Dot forthcoming tio overcome these .

difficuAties, the choice would .tilen be to incfUde Medicaid and Medicare,
but not`private'health insurance benefits, or to exclude all irHand,health
benefits frOm income. The first approach would provide a.truer piCture.
Aof income for families receiving Medicaid and Medicare, but would probably .

'distort 'even .mbre.than. at present the comparison.of relative well-being

of families. Housing benefits may pose the same problemr, should public
housing benefits beincluded.if tax tubsidies to homeowners are not?'1/
And finally, should food benefits be included,if, for exampfe, health-arid-

-housing benefits Are not?

_Faced with this choice'of precisely.which benefits toinClude and
.which to exclude --when to inclUde the full range is not feasible though
it is clearly the, desirecioption a pragmatic decision-rule might be adopted..

o_Less than the full.range of imr.kind benefits might be included when tO do so
improyes measures of well-being across families, butexcluded shoUld relative
incomep be distorted even more than when.no in-kind benefits are included.'

12.4 40/
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This.is,'of course, an-empirical question. Its resolution would probably point' %.
,

'to the inclusion of food stamp bonus values, since food subsidies in the private

'sector are thought to be-fairly small; but to.the exclusion of Medicaid and ..

Medicare benefits if employer-provided health:insurancp benefits cannot-alSo

be included as income.

41.

.

The poverty,threshold should, at the very least,-be consistent with ,

income definitions used in measuring poverty.. Relative povertymeasures,.

I sudh'as one-half of the' median income, are in their nature consistent.with
'.income definitions. -To the'extent that-in-kind benefits.areexcluded from .

income and impactldifferently across the'income distribution, the relative
pOverty'neasure will, of cpurse, provide a biased picture of poverty.' When
an absolute or semi-absiolute poverty threshold is utilizedethe need for

considering in-kind subsidies is even stronger since besiV needs are often

,
met thFough such subsidies. The bias incurrent poverty measurement from
not.indludinq food -stampS has already been mentioned. The inclusion of
in-kind benefits in inbome will, thus, require a study of pogerty thres-
holds to ensure their consistency with income measures and their validity
in the face of-a cashIplus in-kind income definition.

air

The eepainder of this paper does not deal further with'exactly which
types of in-kind benefits should Ipetincluded in income. In fact, the paper.

focuses on only four types -- food stamps, public housing, Medicaid, and.

MedicareW since data on other types Of in-kind benefits are=sparse. For

these tour types, impacts across.families and acrosS states,are-sizeable.
The'primary findingstof the various chapters of this paper are presented

."
below.

The second sedtion (How In-Kind ome Affects Individual Recipients)..dis-
cussee how to value'the increase in income from in-kind subsidies and shows

how individUai recipientS-may,be affected differently by the receipt of

in-kind income. Its.findings are that: ,

7- In-kind iwome:makes'many persons and families-better off,
thoug11.4169 may not be better.off to the full extent of the
provider outlayS on the in-kind good. This'follows because
a family.may'be induced to congUme more of the in-ieind

or subsidized, good.than _it would.choose to conSuMe if it ,

were given cash. By not permitting the family to exeroise
complete freedom-in its choice of a-bundle of goOds, that

*
bUndle with the in-kind component may be Worth less to the.

, )

family than if:it had been given cash. .

ti;,

-- In order for in-kind incometo be treated donsistently with

cash income which does allow families. futt choice over
spending decisions the provider cost of 'in-kind subsidies
must be reduced (or in rare cases perhaps increased) to
its cash equivalent value to recipient families. A
theoretical model exists for deriving. such cash equivalent

. values. In essence it measures the cash income a family
Would accept in lieu of iis in-kind income to leave it just

as well off (a "willingness to pay" measure).

3 _
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\--Valued in this manner, the cash equivalent of in-kind subsidies to a re-
cipientiwill generallY-fall between zeeb,and 100 percent of provider

.

outlays. It will not be negative as long as potential recipients-
ace,not,forced_to participate. Vbreover, observation that recipients
purchase more of the subsidized good on the market thanis pkovided
through the in-kind subsidy is a'sufficient condition for Valuation.
equal to proVider cost,.

EapiTiCal findings from several. studies show the.caSh equivalent value
of various in-kind subsidies,to be signifidantly below,government cost.
Foiod stamps were,found on average to be.valued, in.terms Of recipient

%benefits, at about 85 percent of government costwhile public .hotising
was valued at about 60 percent of cost. Medicaid was valUed at 65-70
percent and. Medicare at over 90 percent of government cost.

.* A .-- These average cash equivalent values 'will vaty.sharplY, across families
by income level,-family size, and Other.demographic;Characterist4c.

:Generally, the cash equivalent value of an.in-kindspbsidy wiJJrise
with income leVel,and family size. .FoodstaMps, for exampl:4 e
valued a6some-73 percent of government cost for families with'.
incomes:below $1000.a year, but at 100 percent of government-cost
for faMilieS With incomes close to ,the. income elligibility limits in
the fOod stamp ptpgram. Because in-kind transfers are often largest

..-to the lowesttincome-families; valuatiOn.at government cOSt would
iMpart a:sizeable-upward bias,to inComes.

--Impleftentation of a cash plds in-kind incomedefinitiom.reqUiteS.two
Steps. First, data on.the receipt of, and sUbsidy from, in-kind
income must be collected on household sUrveys. Sometimes this is
easy in foOd;stamps or Medicare -- but in other cases itwill

.

be more daficult 7- a8 with housing subsidies and particularly'priVate , .

health.insutance. Second, the subsidy must be valued in cash equivalent'
:terms.

---. It is proposed tiiat estimation techniques for Valuing in-kind sub8idies
in cashequivalent terms be developed and evaluated. After such a
technique is available, food stamps could be included in income with
little difficulty. Inclusion of other types of in-kind income is desir-
able; but must await means of surmounting practical difficulties of
dataigollection.

.

The third sectiOn,--(ImpactS,of Certain-In-Kind Programs on Income and
Poverty) describes four in-kind 'programs, food stamps, Public housihg,
Medicare, and Medicaid -- and presents a-multitude of data oh theiriMpact os
income distributions and poverty counts. These effects depend,on both the
Size ofthe in-kind programs,-7- as to numberS of recipients an0 average
transfers -= and on the distribution of the transfers among families at
variods income levels. The third section finds that:

1 4
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FoOd st..amps were purchased.by 19.5 mt1ioh persons in May 1975 and

transfers totaled-$424 million. income eligiLlity standards'
in the food stamp program are, ex t for one-person househol4s, above

the current poverty threshold.. E gibility depends, moreover, on .

monthly rather.than annual in . In addition, not all persons

eligible for food stamps pattic te in the program. In 1974 about
53 percent of families and 75 percent of unrelated individuals receiv-
ing food stamps were below (the poverty line. And only.40 percent of
poorl families and 20 Percent-of poor unrelated individuals were
recipients of food.stampsq

A

---The receipt of foOd ttamp/bonuses (valued at government cost) increased

average incomes ofloodistamp hou holds by $605, or 101percent, in 1974.
ated individuals with cash incomesAmong food stamp families and un

below the poverty lin4, over 1 1 illion persons'were removed from

poverfy after the pt of food stanps, for a 16 percent reduaeion

in the number of,f stamp familiee below the poverty line. The over-
all poverty count/WaS reduced about 8 percent after food staMp bonuses.

-

-- Low-rent public/housing affects few families nationwide and many
tenant familieS" may have incomes above the poverty threshold. Of

'all families in the U.S. with annual incomes below $3000, only 5
perceni were served by the putdic housing program by'the end of
1972. While public housing may provide sizable benefits to
tenant families, its low-incidence leads to the conclusion that,
by itself; the-prograardos little to alter income.distributions
or poverey counts.

Medicaid covers Some 25 million persons at a cost of over $12 billion

4annually. Recipients are persons and families-receiving public assis7
tance and other families or persons deemed to be me4ically needy. No
data are available on recipients by income claes, but most have low
/incomes and many have incomes below the poverty threshold.

Medicare provides health insurance to Some 23 million persons, mostly
aged, atan annual cost of around $14 billion. How many Medicare
*enrollees have low incomes or are poor is not known.

-- Families tSat receive ohe in-kind' transfer have varying probabilities
of receiving other in-kind transfers. The more types of in-kind
income a family receives, the greater is the likelihood that the
inclusion af in-kind benefits in income will raise thattfamily out
of poverty. There are no reliable national data on the extent of
overlapping benefits. However, considerable overlaps appear likely,\
particularly for families receiving public assistance, since they
are categorically eligible for Medicaid and for food stamps.

-- When these four transfers were considered jointly and added into
'1972 incomes at their estimated cash equivalent values, estimated
impacts on incomes and poverty were sizable. Some 12.4 percent'
of families had personal incomes below moo- before in-kind transfers,



s..

but only I0.1 percent had such incomes after receipt of these'trans fers.

The-Gini coefficient was reduced trom .3614 to .3522. The nmmber of
pcor households was reduced by 2:8 million, or 28 percent, the poverty
gap declined by $3.5 billion and the mean poverty gap by $35.

'The fourth section (ImpactS of Certain InKind Programs Across States)
presents selected data and evidence on the differential iMPact of the.four
in-Aind transfers across states.. No.data base exists4at present that will
..alloWthe effect of in7kind transfers on low-incoMe households and.on Poverty

' counts acrOsS2states to be'measUred with any accuracy:.. Sucti.an analysis will

have to await tne.comOletion of the Title 1 Stateby State:Survff:(the so-called
Survey of Income And Education or 822a SurVey). . The evidende marahalled ifl 4

thiS section, albeit limited, does'point tO sharply'differing impacts' of in-kind
transfers across states, as highlighted belOw.'

. .

In,kind iranSferS impaCt differentially on States beCaLiSe.(1) eligibility
Criteria and benefits of inkind transfer programs differ acroSs'states;
-(2) participationamong eligible families differs across states; and
(3) demographic and economiC characteristics-of familydiffer across

.states.as do codts and availability of goods and servi e8 suCh as health
care.

Total recipients at',--and-trapsfers f ooidtamps inCrease With
increases In the POpUlatioesixe of s s. HOWe4er, lowerincome
States receive' larger proportions oftransfera than state popula-
tion levels alone would imply. Statesinthe Northeast aCcounted
for 28 percent of foOd stamp participants,'but 23 percent of trens-
fers; Southeastern states had 23 percent of partiCipants, but 26
percent of transfers. Mionthly bonuavalues per food Stamp reCip-
ient were higher in lower-income States, averaging $20 in the Northeast..
and $24 in the Southeast. New York's boinus per recfpient averaged
only $13. .

s

Rough estimates Of the percentage reduction in'poverty as a resdlt of
food stamp transfers showed wide differences across states. Estimate8
poverty reduction varied from a'highof 64 percent in Washington, D.C.',
and 32:Percent in New jersey 7- the second-largest reduction -- to less
than One:percent in Kansas,-New Hampshire, and North Dakota. Among
states experiencing.relatively low poverty reduction from food Stamps,
the Mountain'West and Midwest states predominated.

.v
- -.The proportion of families with incomes below $3000 occupying low-

rent public housing in 1974 varied from one percent in.WyoMinj to
a high of around 18 percent in the District of Columbia. Rhode
Island. and Arkansas followed Washington,'D.C.,-as the states with
the highest propo4ions of.persons with incOmes below $3000 in,
low-rent public.,housing.

- - Medicaid varies widely acroSs statesipy almost any-measure one can

construct. Recipients to population rAtios in 1973 varied froM .19
in Washington; D.C., to .02 in.Alaska; states With above average

16



ratios generally had medically needy programs. diftlays varied from

$2.3 billion in New York to $3 mailion in 4.1aska;-hew York alone

accounted for 26 percent of all Medicaid outlays, arid New York,
California, and Illindis together for 44 percent of Medicaid
outlays. Outlays.per recipient varied sharply, ftdT.$811 in
iilew-York,to $1854n West Virginia, and vendor paymehts pei AFDC
family varied from $1403 in New Yoik to $168 in Missiisippi".

A
-

-- Enrollees in Medicare in 1942 varied frOm 15 percent of Florida's
population to-2 percent of Alaska's: gew York aQd California
accounted for024 percent of total Medicare reimbursements. Net
outrays per enrollee viried from.$473 in massachusetts.to $179 in'
SouthCarolinaereflecting diffejéhces in the pooportion of
enrdPolees receiving reimbursements ind qedical care costs:

17
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HOW IN-KIND INCOME AFFECTS T
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4gNERAL:STATEMENT OF THE PEOBLEM.
e

l
,An expended income definition that inclu es in-kind as wellbas

tash income.should.be consistent in its tree ent.of these.two'income

.types. That is, a dollar of cash income and dollar of in-kind income

should be fully interchangeable (or perfeatfl bstitutes) in the eyes

.Of'recipients. .0therWise, CoMperisons of inc e Over a period of time

and across hOUSeholds would be distorted.- Th task, then;-is tO con-

vert in-kind inCome into' its cash 'incomeequiValent. Or, what.cash

.,income would a recipient 'acce01 in lieu of his in-kind income that

-14ould leave him just as 'well'off (the "willingness to pay"' measure)?

This'paper Views in-kind,income s4ely from the perspective of the

direct,redipient ofid-kind incoipe.' it is only for 1.1ese direct recipi-

ents that it is proPOsed to adjust-cash ipcOme to include irrkind benefits:.

- It is-also true, of course, that other individuals,may indirectly.bene0.t.

from theprOvision of the in-kind income. For eXample, farmers may' '

benefitfrom.paod stamps, builders from public housing, and emploYers,

taxpeyers, and/or society at large from a whole range of in-kind

----benefits. Thus, it'follows that in-kind subsidies,.May be justified on

efficiency grounds evenyhen direct recipient valuation of the subsidies

falls below provider cost.. 2/ But, even if:society's valuation of the in-

kind-Subsidy is equal to or even above government or provider.cost,

it'is crucial to recognize that some portion of the total value may

accrue not to direct recipients of the in-kind subsidy but to other

meMbers,of society.

- Statisticar-series on aggregate amouilts Of-
provider-cost as the vanation,ständard. For exaMple, among government

in7kind,transfers it is'the cOst to the government program outlays .

exclusive of administrative costs) that is equated with retipient trans7

fers or "benefits." However, income to the dicect recipient may not

necessarily equal outlays by theqovernment. Only if each .recipient .

were to value a'dollar,received in,in-kind transfers as equivalent

to a dollar of cash would the provider cOst be valid as a measure of
. .

8*
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recipient noncash.incoffie.derivable from the transfer. It is unl*ely.

that this equ'aiity holds fdr all recipients.

It is usually assumed that a household receiving income in theform.

of cash, will spend that income on a bundle of goods (including savings)"in

the manner that is most desirable from itS Own perspective. In technical.

terms, it is assumed to maximize utility given a.budget or income conStraint.

In-kind income, however, is provided in the form of a particulaT gOod Or

:set of goods. After receipt.of the in-kind income, thenf the.houSehold's
bundle,of.goods may inclOde more (or in some cases less) of ihe particular'

gebd than it wOuld choose Af given cash.. Because the household is not
permibted to exercise complete freedom-in itS choice,of a bundle of
goods,Ithat bundle with.thein-kind coffigonent may be worth less to tne
household than if it had been giVe9 cash. 3/ For example,,a family that,

is temporarily housed for'a month in a hOtel costing the goivernment $50'a

day:can in no case be.sai4 to naVe $1500 of income foi the monthr'clearly,

if proVide&with $150.0 in.cash, the famay:wibuld not have.chosen to spend

all of the $1500Thin hOmsing.

.
Receipt of the different types of.in-kind income,may influenCe the

teCipient's choice Of a bUndle of goods by: (1)'altering the relative
prices faced by the recipient, and/Or (2), constraining, consumption amounts

directly. rograms,like,food stamps and public hOuSingset amounts.of
food_and housing,.xespectively,,that must be consumed-if program benefits

are.po be,enjoyed. Partially ot fully Subsidized,health benefitS, on
theOther hand, norMally leave amounts of health carecOnSumed up-to

individu4 tedipients,

,The-problem.addreSsed in-the rethainder of this section is the deVelop-.

ment of a theoretically acceptable; yet empirically'implementablei-methodology
fdr coverting inrkind income into its equivalent cash incomefrom:theperspeCt7
Aye:of the disect:lecigient. 'The conversion-will depend on the preferences

of indiVidual recipients and on the precise parameters.of the in-kind subsiqY.

THE GENERAL THEORETICAL MODEL
.

'The generally accepted economic model of consumer choice provides a

theoretical framework for converting in-kind income into.its cash income

equivalent. Since later analysis relies upon.an understanding of this
model, its basic framework and underlying assumptions will be briefly

explalned for the non-technical reader. 4/ Others may wish to-move on
to the next section of the paper .(Implications of the Model for, Measurement

and Valuation of In-Kind Income),

;Thetwo grimary concepts.upon which the,model of consumet choice relies ,

are the indifference curve and the'budget line. These are shown in FigUre 1.

An indiffetence cutveregresents all combinations.of goods which permit an

individual to attain eqUal satisfaction or utility (curve A i4Figure 1),
FigutO 1 shbws only one' of thesecurves4 there is.actually a family of' such

curves one for each level Of ufility. Thus, the curve portrays indivi-

dual preferences. Moving along an indifference curve to the right shows the

amount Of good Y that the individual would be'willing to give up in order

9
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to acquire More of goodXand be just as well-off as before, that id, with .:

unchanged totalutility. The assumptiond usually made.about indifference
,curves are that; (1) higher indifference curves (i.e., further° from the
origin) are .tó.be preferred:to lOWer curves, thai is, more.of both:goods.
increases.:satisfaction orUtilityr.f21 curves are convex to the origin,..
tpat.is, the-More pfa good (e.g., X) an individual.has7, the lesi is the
utility'derived 'from an additional unit (and,:hence, more X,is demanded
to'offset incremental losses in Y); and (3) curves cannot intersect one
shOther.

.
.

The budget line-(BC in Figure 1):shoWs.the combinations of goods an'
individual could purchase given his income. He might purchase OB-units
of good Y with nagOod X, OC units of X with ne'sgood Y or some combination
of both goods-that lies along the budget line. Assuming Positiveand

7constant Prices, the budget line will be a straight line'with a negative
. slope (-Px/Py): A chance in income is shown by 4 parallel shift of the
budget lin&(e.g., B' C''in Figure 1 reOreSents a higher incoMe level.
:allOwin4.more of both goods'to b(v_purChased) while a change in relative
prices will shift the line in a manner that alters its sloPe (e.g., Bit"
in Figure 1 rePresents a lower price.of good X).

.

Following from the assumptions noted above, an individual will reach
the highest level of satisfaction he is able to attain at_the point of
tangency between his budget line and indifférkice that is,-at
point7t*in FigUre 1. .Af such a point of.tangeilOy the individual will
'be maxibizihg utility SubjeCtto fiis.budgetcons aint.

20



I
A This framework may be used to depict cash equivalents of in-kind

income where.the in-kind income is viewed as altering relative prices faced

by the recipient or conqraining consumption amounts or doing both
simultaneously. For eipository purposes, imagine two.food subsidy programs,
one in which a (nutritionally adequate) diet is provdded at no charge,'
i.e.yat a zero price, and one'which provides $.50 of every $1.00 spent
on-food. Under the first program, suppose that a nutrition#1 diet, equal -

.to AB or DC in Figure 2, is given to an individual whose new (post-program)
.budget constraint is shown.by the bedt line ABC. If the individual had

.received an amOunt of ey equivalent in cost to the food, the new.
-budget line woUld have :s4h= -EBC. Because the twb new, budget lineS share,
a common, segment, BC, it is possible that either option -- providing

3
-food or cash --,will yield the same result in terms of welfare gainiend
the composition of consumption. This would follow if the point of tangency
with the highest indifference curve fell between B.and,. However, if
the dndividuaPs dndifference 'curves are as shown in Figure 2, a
higher level of utility can be reached with the cash optiori (point a
in Figure 2) than.with the food program (point b)./,

--

Stated atternatiVelY, the iodividual could reach thp_same level 6f
utikity (point.c) as chieved with.the food subsidy-with 6 lower co'st

cash,optiorr (DF . _Thus, under the usual assumptions regarding'

2 1



v
individual preferences and market behavior, in-kind subsidies that set -

conk' tion amounts wilI be exact4 equiVaient to cash or less effective
than 4zash in providing a given level of utility at a given cost, depending
upop e consUmptiori imposed by the program and individual preferences.

The Second type of subsidy, which provides: the indiviilual With $:50 of
every $1.00 spent on food, lowers the price of food relative to other
'goods faced by the recipient 'and thus shifts, the budget line outward
(Um AD to AC in Figure,3). Given the price subsidy, the individual
will-vmaximize utility at Roint b. This will,Cost ,theAovernment OH tinies
the trite of food. That same level of utility, ha/ever, can be achieved
with ai.cash payment/A:smaller-size (al) oi.a.bigher level of 4t,i-1ity may
be alhieved with a cash payment of equal size (point a). With equivalent
.cash, the cindiVidual would always choose less food and more of other
goods that :when footrpiices are subsidized. .Again, under the Usual

. assumptions 'concerning preferences (particularly the!asitutption,;of
convegity of indifference curves), higher individual *utility will always
be. achieved for equivalent dost'with cash than with in-kind subsidies .

that alOr relative prices.

12



IMPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL FOR MEASUREMENT AND VALUATDON OF IN-KIND INCOME

The model of consumer choice or Utility maximization delineated above
provides qual tative conclusions about th4 circumstances under which in-:
kind income ma be valued by therecipient at provider or government
.coet andwhen i wil at less.than provider Cr government
cost. Moreover, it points to'the variables affecting the in-kind to
cath Conversion.and, thus, toothe general _types of information that are
necessary if:an incoMe-definition including inkind income i o

fully and satisfactorily implemented. These implications ae discussed
in turn.. '-

sh!,

. In theory, the.valUe of in-kind income to the recipient May be
greater than, equal to, or less than provider or government cost.
Conceivably, the'value)might even be negative -, thatiedin-kind
Ancome might actually make the recipient worse off; althotigh this result
:may-be dismissed.for all types of in-kind income which the potential
recipient hae the freedorlyto..-décline. Conditions under:which recipient
:..valuationinight be greater thenprovider or government cost,occur 41en
(a) existing market imperfeCtions suchae racial:discrimination or
discrimination against the pOor in general are reduced or eliminated
because onthe in-kind subsidy (Medicaid valuation might be influenced
by this effect to the eitent it has improved access to health care);.-
and/or (b) government,eXpenditures are less than priVate'market costs in
cases_where the'government produces the'good.or proVides the service
directlyi ie., in cases where the government is more efficient.than the
private sectot. 5/

The conditions.sufficient for valuation of in-kind income equal-to
provider cost, i.e., eq4ivalent to a cash transfer, occur:when: (a) market,

equals provider cost and the good might be resold by the recipient 0
market prices and without transaction cobts; (b) consumption constraints
are set suCh that the rppipient consumes exactly that amount of the sub-
sidized good hewpuld.have consumed if giVen cash rather than the in-kind
income (this condition is satisfied when the recipient can and does supple-
ment amounts.of the subsidized good witkadditional market purchasee); and
(c) indifference curves are rectangular rather than subject to the ueual
assumptions specifie0 earlier and there are notconsumption Constraints
imposed.'6/ In praCtice it is only the second condition mentioned above
that Will be important for soMe types of in-kind income. 7/

When these Condition's for valuation greater than or equal to provider
cost are not met, the value of the in-kind incdffie;tp the recipient will
fall between zero and provider cogt,_ It is likely that most, if not
all, types of. food, housing, and health aubsidies will fall into this
category. That is, it is not expected that any type of in-kind income'
will satisfy the above condition(s) for all recipients.

While the theories outlined above point-to qualitative conClusions about
the conditions underlying valuation of in-kind income equal to, above, or
below OrOvider cost, quantitative conclusions mustirely op emPirical studies.

13
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Such stu ies will, in turn, have to account fthe many fatols or ')

. variables affecting recipient valuation oL ifld income. Drawing
:upon the theoretical model outlAned above, these variables ace:

4

,

Individual Preferences.'.. The value of amrtypeOf in-kind
inCome:will vary aCroSS recipientidepending upon individual
recipient preferencet (or indiffimence curves) for-specific It
goods. .That is to say, for examOle, that heall.h benefits wiZl
be wor.fh'more td indiViduals who value, health expenditures
relatively highly.than to thoie whiedon't, ceterisiiaribud:

Individual incomes (pre7subsidi)Or budget constraints.

PreCise paraMeters of'the bundle of in-kind inComes received'
by any recipient. Several points are iMportant. First, that
the characteristics of the in-kAnd subsidy should,be speci-
fied as to how they impose constraints.on Consumption, if any, .

and how they may alter relatilie price6.-Second, the.parameters
of the subsidy may-vary acrOS reciEdehts; in-kind subsidies
Often depend upon factors such as household size or household
ihedmq leyel. Third, the value of any one in-kind subsidy
will.be.affected by-receipt of,other in-kind subsidies Since
relative prices and incomes will be alteredv.thus, for any
one recipient,-the.entire bundle of in-kind subsidies should
be valued Simultaneously.

It is, of course, the interaction among these variables that is cruciaL
in determining the valkie of in-kind income,to recipients, individually and.-
thus in the aggreqate. Above all; however,'it is important fully and care-
fully to delineate the'characterigtics of each type of.in-kind income.

APPLICATION TO SPECIFIC TYPESOF IN-KIND INCOME

This-paper focuses on four types of in-kind income', all governmentally
provided:' food stamps, Medicare, Medicaid, and public hoUsing. It should
not be inferred from this nartow focus that an'income'definitionlncluding
in7kind income could confine itielf to these four types Of in-kind subsidies.
On the contrary, to dd.so would.diStort data on the distribution of income
and poverty since some households would be treated.differently than others.
This distortion would be particularly severe with respect to subsidies
involving health benefits or insurance and subsidies.to housing which are
widespread throughout our economic-system, involving the private as well
as the public sector, occurring at the local as well as the Federal level,

.

and effected through the tax system as well as through,public expenditures..

Confining the analysis tO these four programs is,,rather, a matter of
Convenience. Data on the size and'distribution of these fourtypes of,
in-kind.income are more readily available than for most other types.
SeVeral studies on impact's of these governmental programs on incomes and
povértyareavailable. 'And finally, these four programs illustrate arrange

2 4
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oi different ways of influencing Consumption and, thus, wellbeing of
recipients, as well as represent varivus implementation problemi.

4

Food Stamiie

, Food stamps is an income-tested peogram designed to,improve the nutri-t,

tion levels of low-incomehouseholds. AO household meeting the basic ,

eligibility requirements -- an incoMelest, an asset test, and a work de-

quirement -- may purchase fobd coupons at a price below the value of the
coupons, thus deriving a transfer -- the so-caaled bonus value from the ,

program. The amount of the food coupons -- the so-called fOod.stam allot-

ment --that may be purchased rises with the number of hougehold-membere.
The present mopthly allOtmest ranges.from $48 for a one-person household
to 4162 for-a four-person household to $278 for an eight-person household,
with $22 of additional food stamps for fach additional person beyond eight.
The variable purchase option allows thatone-fourth, one-half, orthree-
fourths of t4e-full allotment may be purchased in any month. The price 11

households mugt pay for the food.stamps rises with net monthly inCome.
It is essentially zero for hQuéholds with net incoMes below $30 a month
and rises to a maximum of 3o1percent of net income.

A graphic representation.of the fdiod stamp program appears'in Figure 4.
'The recipient's pre-piogram budget constraint is AD. For this hypothetical
recipient.it is assumed that the,food stamp full allotMent equals OF,'the
purchase price AB, and the bonus value(or subsidy) CF. A fully implemented
variable purdhase-Option will also permit the reCipient to purchase specific
proPortions Of the full allotment with a propbrtionate reduction in the
purchase price. In Figure 4, for example, the one-half option is shownes,

by the kinked line GH. The recipient is also free to purchase more food
than the-amounts represented byAhe Various allotmepts at market prices.
The post-program budget constraint facing the recipient is, thus,-the heavy
kinked line A4E.

Were our hypothetical recipient to have preferences for food and all other
goods represented by the indifference curve.Z, he would, supplement the food
stamp full allotment with purchases of food at market prices. For such a
recipient, the.food stamp bonus value is equivalent to a cash transfer and
the full bonus value May legitimately be.added to his income. The sufficient
condition for such an outcome is that the reCipient purchase more food tor
home consumption than his food stamp allotment. Such a value is amenable
to direct measurement on an individual household basis.

With preference functions shown by indifference curves X,(where the re-
cipient will purchase one-fourth of the full allotment) or Y (where he will
purchase the full allotment), the food stamp bonus value is worth less than
an equivalent cash transfer which would allow the recipient to.reach higher
ipdifference curves (and thus levels of satisfaction), shown by curves X'
and Y', respectively. 8/ Were the recipient given cash, ha'would spend less
on food and more on othet goods than he is allowed within the confinemof the
food stamp program.
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The program depicted above iS probably a realistic portrayal for many food
stamp recipients. For others, however, budget constraints impOsed by the .
program may be Somewhat different, first, food Stamps need not be utilized
in the month in-which they are purchased. By altering the proportion Of
the full allotment purchased from month to month and "storing" excess.food
stamps for use in other months, households might secure on Average over a
number'of months virtually any amount of food stamps desired up to the full
dllotment. In this,,case the budget constraint can be viewed.as the continu-
ous line AI in figure 5. Qualitative results are unchanged from those
noted earlier. ."Storage" alsO permits a household on food stamps for ohly
a few months, which is aware of its short-term eligibility for stamps, to
maintain its food consumption at pre-subsidy levels despite temporarily
higher food expenditures; for such a household, the stamps are equivalent
to cash.

gecond, while it is not legal to transfer foodsstamps, to the extent such
transfers exist, outcomes may be altered. A transfer or resale at full price'
would, of course, transform the food stamp's into'cash (assuming aero trans,-
action costs). A resale at lesathan fulFprice as might occur ih a formal
black market would lend direct evidence to a,recipient valuation of less than
government cost. Such resales dt.a,reduced price woula trantform the budget
constraint tq a line such as BI ih Figure,5 that would be bounded by lines AI.
.and CI. Again, qualitative resultsmould be unchanged n that households-
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maximizing utility along either the kinked segment AI of Figure 4 or the
continuous se4ment AI of Figure 5 will in virtually all cases value thern
stamps at something less than government cost.

1
Where households fall in the caldulatidn of cashreqpivalents-will;idepend

--fhloart.on their incomes. As incomes rise, discretionary, food expenditure .

-can also be exPected to yise and the-likelihood.that,the.bonus value will be

eqUivalent.to cask is greater since,there is.a, higher probability.that the

iecipient can be eXpedted.to purchOse.Morelood-than the food stamp allot-,
-ment. For households with theJowest incomes, bonus values can be very large.
and'at the saMe time might be expedted to be worth considerably less thancashv
'for sudh:households the,direct inclusion of bonus.values into incoMeVould be
particularly biased insofar as.such households are concerned.

Whether food stamps are,eqpivalent tO oath for individual households 'is,

an empirical question. Several recent Studies'have-focused on estimating'
cash equivalents (or approximations to daSh equivalentS) 4of fOod.stamp.. :

bonus valUdS. In broad outline their results' appeacto be ddnsistent:(
recipient ,valuation of bonus value's is below gOvernment costAthat
the ratio'of the'cash equivalent of the food stamp subsidy.ta.the bonus
value oripvernment cost is less than OheY for lower income households,
:riteSas incomes rise, and equals governMent cost at.incames approach 4

breakeven levelb (that .1s, the income levels atVhich households'ate no
longer eligible for food stamp.-benefits). The individual studies' findings

are aslollows.

The Clarkson study [3) .computed-dash eque,ralentnfOr household Sizes

1 through 9 and for various monthly.income levels. On average,.adross
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Table 1. ReciPiellt Valuationicf Food, Stamp Bonus Values,

June 1972: Clarkson Study
,

One Person Four Persons . plot Persons

Selected (1) (1) ---MT---.. (1I-- (2)

Monthly Bonus Cash Bonus Cash Bonus Cash

Immo Value Equivalent (1)-(2) (2)/(1) Value Equivalent (1)-(2) (2)/(1) Value Equivalent (1)-q2) (2)1(1)

$ Under 29 $31 $20 'Ill 64% $108 $39 $69 361 $180 $49 $131 271

$ 50 - 69 23 22 1 98 96 58 38 61 '166 76 90 46

100 - 149 10 10 0 100 77 61 , 16 79 . 144 87 57 60

$250 - 359 - - . - 30 30 0 100 93 81 12 87

$480 - 539 - - - - - - - 55 55 0 100

SoUrcer Clarkson 131,. selections and derivations from Table 7, pp. 38-39.

the recipient population, cash equivalent valyes were 82 perdent of bOnus
vanes. Clarkson found the cash equivalent to bonus value ratio to rise
'With incothe and decline with-houSehold sizerCeterisFeribus, as shown
in.Table 1: For example, it is esthMated tharCa:ferson households with
Monthly incomes of around-$60 will value their-food stamp subsidies at
98'ixrcent of bonus value while eightTerson households With similar incomes
will v.alue the stamp6 atOnly 46.percent of bonUs value. For four-persOn
households with monthly incomes of less than $29 the esthmated ratio Pf
recipient value to bonus value is 36:percent while.it rises to 79 Oercent
,for such households with incomes of around $125. .

lbese estimates.imply that the cash eqUivalent to bonus value ratio -
reaches Oneat income levels roUgh100 percent below the'food stamp break
evenlevel of income for one- and two-peeson'households and'25 percent below
boOlarger size households. If one coUld assume that households receiving
food stamps.were evenly distri6uted acroSs incomes below the breakeven level,
then the Clarkson estimates Would imply that bonus values are not accurate:'
representations of indomederived by recipients for 50 percent-a Oneand
two-person houSeholds and 75 percent of larger size boUseholds. Mbreover,
:the absolute:dollar differen ebetween'bonus value and:its cash equivalent

..- can be verY :large fOrIow-4 cothe.households, FertCularly if they inclue
many menbers, since:bonus'values tise as income falls and as household size
ncreaaes. _Referring again to Table 1, it.can be seen that for four-person
householdsWith bash income around $60 a month the ',overstatement of income --

.
'itone 'simply added bonus valued to income --,wouid be $38 aMonth br-$45fi
a'Yeir were food stamps to be receivedcontinuously over a.year's
Such.an Overstatement would.amount-to oge-third of "true" income (cash
income plus the cash equivalent of food-stamp bonus values).

.
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lbe Clarkson study utilizes a Cobb-Douglas utility function and an

estiMate of .33 as the proportion of incoMespent on food. This proportion

is held constant across all households,,regardless of income or household

size.- The proportion of income spent on.food is a crucial determinant of

cash equivalents. Because the proportion of income spent on food falls as

income rises and rises with household size (given income), the use of a

fixed proportion, as in the Clarkson studyi will bias the findings towards

relatively lower cash equivalents for loWer incdmes and larger household

That isq,.weFe theAtudy to have used variable proportions spent

on-food in.cioser,approximation to true ConsuMption patterns, the tall-in

the ratio of Cash equivalents,to bonus values as income falls and housebold

size increases would not have been as large as estimated in the study.

A second study, Smeeding 1161, also found ratios of cash equivalents

to bonus values to rise with income level, as can be seen in column 4 of

Table 2. While his overall ratio is 89 percent, somewhat higher.than

Clarkson's, it rises from 73,percent at annual incomes below $1000 to

100 percent at annual income levels/if around $7000. These esti:dates

allow for proportions of income spent on food to vary by income level

and household size. They are, however, only gross approximations to cash

equivalents'in that utility functions were not utilized in deriving the

estimates; Nresulting impacts on 'cash equivalents are ditcussed in the,later

section on Implementation.
/

Table 2. Recipient Val.uation of Food Stamp Bonus

Values, 1972: Stheeding Study,. 1,

., .

Disposable
Personal
Income

(1)

Average
Annual
Bows
Value

(2)

Average
Annual

, Cash
Equivalent

(3) -

.,

(1) - (2)

(4)

(2)1(1)

$ 0 - 999 $659 $481 $178 73%

$1000 - 1999 343 295 48 '86

$2000.- 2999 .
297 261. 36 88

$3000 - 3999' 355 ,.:316 39 89.

$400,- 4999 344 '310 34, 90

$5000 - 5999. .334 309 , 25 93

$6000 -.7499 344 325 19 95

$7500 -'9999 ' 325 323 2 .100

$10,000 + 0,, 375 375 0 100

Source: Smeeding (161 selections ana derivations from Table A-7, p. 1351.
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4
Smoleniky et al 417) calcUlated ratios of cash equivalents to bonus valUes"

for five hypothetica 'households varying in size and income. A displaced CES
.utility 'function was.0 ilizedA.n the simulation, and necessafy parameter .!

values of the utility ction were assumed. Marginal budget shares, differing
ty size and income, w e calculated from the 1960-61.Survey of Consumer Expendi7
tures. -Cash equiva,1nt ratios for these five hypothetical families are shown
in Table 3'.:beloW.. Unfortunately, the income levels chosen for the simulation
were sofhigh'that foOd staMp'hOOseholds'withSUch inmates werev:. ften'nOt

-.eligible for'prOgraft(benefitS'in 1916; Tryihe.:states in, which Ypuseho1ds .Awitn
such incomeS were eligible, househplds Were Very.clbSe to the breakeven level

*.of inoome0-Thus the Smolensky resulta'corroborafethe Clarkson. and SMeeding,
StUdies in finding.that ratios are egual..0 'one fO'i households close:to break-

,

even i_ncome levels, bUt cannot be extended beyond these narrow"confines.

Table 3. Ratio of Cash Equivalent to Bonus
1970:, Smolensky Study

TWo-Person FaMily Four-Person Family

Income $2869 100% Ineome $3414. 100%

f,
OU $4883 na i .. Of, $4706 100%

,
,

$6572 6s

Source: $molensky et al. (17), selections from Table 4, p. 32.
a

. .

Findings of several other less sophisticated studies are qualitatively
similar. Mittlehammer and West 1101 found bonus valueS to be equivalent.to
cash only at incomes close to breakeVen levels. Galatin [6] found that'
ood Stamp bonus values in 1970 Were equivalent to cash for 76..percent of
si e persOns receiving Old Age Assistance, A percent of coyples receiving
0 Age AsSistance, 31 percent'of two-person AFDC units and for none of the
our-person AFDC units. 9/

,..TheSdstudies.uniformly.point to:a recipient.valuation in terms of cash,
eqUiv4lenté that iS belOw bonus values (or government cost) for a significant
number Of hOusehold6. Wcan be concluded, therefore,.that bonus values can-,
not be added in to income directly without..serious.bias.for some hodseholds,
perticularly those with lower incomes. ThenuMberSOf food stamp recipients
so affected and the precise amounts by which cashieqUivalents fall below
bonus values, however, must be examined ins.fUture Studies.

.11p

Future work muStgO beyond the above studies for a number o0easons.
,

Several specific cfiticisms Of the individual studies were mentiOned above.
In:addition, however, these studies utilize data on household expenditures
:that are now 15 years out of date. The 1972-73 Survey of ConsuMer Expenditures
maY show significantly different proportions of income spent on food. 10/

,
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Second, empiabal estimates must allow for Variation in these proportioni

not only across ihcome.class and household size, but across other geographic

.or.household characteristics (e.g., age) if.such factors represent_signifi7.

cantAnd.measurabledifferences; in. individual Preferences.

Finally, distinctions between food stamp benefit schedules,.;baSed on

income after many deductiOns, and gross.income must be understaodl

example, all food stamp households had $50 a month in ded4OttOns'from income

so that gross-incomes were $50 higher than net incomes, caSh equivalents of

the bonus values would be different depending upon whether.:net.or. gross

income levels were utilized in the estimates.

Icui=rentvutdio'hOusintiNwides.benefits to recipients (tenant's) ih the

.th oriti mount of hous-
form ofreducedrents. 11/ Theser

which provide a specified aw

rents are enabled by Federal loans and

grants to loca housing au
ing-services to tenants/ Rents ate set by thejOcal housing authorities and .

ieflect income and houSehold:size abhg other factors..' Growients cann#'be
greater than 25 percent of in,vMe..

In effect, then, the potential tenant is offered alixed amount of hdusing.

Sagvices --JOC in Figure 6 -- at a specified rent AD in FigUte-6. Hiamew
budget constraint consists of his,pre7program budget.constraint 41, or the net',

point, tiiihere he will consiUme,Op units of:housing and OD unita bf all Other

goods. The indivisible natuteYbf the transfar'has tWo important iMplications.

First, the perticipation decision is considerably more circumScribed than with

an open-ended. voucher program like food-stamps. Secondfy, the recipient may

h4 forCeato underconsume, and thereby. be less well offAhan with an equivalent

cost cash paymenti under open-ended voudiees such as, food,stamps -or rent.sUpple-

ments, forced underconsUmption will riot occur.'
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'

These potential situations are illustrated in Figure 6. If the public
housing offer falls below-the old bUdget constfaint, or if the recipieht has
preferendesfidentified by indifference curves.X or Y,'the Offer'of public housing

be refused. For others, for example one with indifferepce cigve
W, thp'offerlwill be accepted; 'fbt this individUal, however, it is woeth less
than an eqdivalent cash transfer; which would have pe&itted him to consume more, '

.housing services at a highertent. IhilY for individuals with,preferences
represented by indifference cUrve 2 will thespublic housing make'them aswell
off as would an equivalent cash transfer.

Public housing transfers present another valuation issue that does not
arise with voucher progcams that operate through existing markets: that of
true resource codts differing from governmental oUtlays as a result of in-
efqciency. Under public housing programs, hous!ng services are prOvided
directly by governmental bodies. ,If sOtTh-bodies are less efficient providers
of housing seiyites thaivthe private markeesector, cost

.1beAreater than market value or resource costin providing the identical
betviOes. Should governmental cost be used to measure'transfers to Fecipi--

entb, then, benefits. viOuid be biased upward by the excess of such Costs over.
truereaource costs.

\ Recently available estimates of recipient benefits.from housing transfers
,thipwreverage cash equivalents to be signifiCantly-lower than in the food stapp
'..talrOgtam. Murray-I111. calculated.cash equiv&lents of Ouplic houging bedefita'
utilizingestimated parameters of both the Cobb-Douglas ihd'the generalized
CES utility functiodsHis.estimates,using the CES specification, show
an Average.cash equiyalent to government.cost rdtio of .66'and an'aVerage7'
;ash equivalent'to market value ratio of:84. The ratios Vary across
:household sizes and compositions, ascan be seen in Table 4.

,

(If .,:-.1Nz)
.0milY . Market.
.torapositiort. i , Mo9.01y . Valve Of
Siie-No. Minors Subsidy 1/ .Subsidy

. -
,.. .

1-0 $ 85 '$ 67

2-0 113 89
110

3-1 144 114
3-2 128 101

.' 4-2 . 152 4 120
4-3 153 122
5-4 175 140
6-5 182 146

Average 119 94

$ el
71

65
87

10
102
86

117
125
79

Table 4. Recipient Valuation of PublicAbusing Subsidies, 1968: Murray Study

(P. (4) ,. (5) (._,,6) (7). :(8)

. CES Utility Function. Cobb-Dtuglas Utility Function
. Mogthly Monthly .

.

Cash Equpalent (3)/(1) (1)/(2) Cash Equivalent (6)/(1) (6)1(2)
i n q

73% -44--parT $ 55 64% 82% ,

80 2 71 63, 80
.,. 94/.. 76 763 57 73

61 76 96 67 84
10 89 84 84
67, 84 92 21. 76
56 71 _ 100 66 82
67 83 120 68 85
69 86 4'''''' 116 i 64 80
66 84 ' 76 64 81

'

Source: Murray (111, selections and derivations from Table V, p..783. .

14 Murray assumed 6lat government cosxs are percent greater than maiketvalues.-
This aisumption was based upon HUD estimates

4-
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The DePartment of Housing and Urban Development estimates a somewhat
lower ratio of .55 between goverhmentai (Federal and local) outlays and
recipient benefits in public housing. That is, only .$55 of everY $1.00

' spent can be vieWed as benefiting the recipient, 13/ These estimates are
consistent with. those .devs,loped bY Içraft aid D1sen r7.J ..ilti,1i#ng a, small
sample of publiC.,Odueing:tenalleand'noti-public hOusingiebgerSdp7'.ftVe
cities.. For tbisaattplv, the gd4ernment costdf,the subpidY'A'Veraged:

:Ifroni.;$52..to,$138 eer 'month depending on income .class (column' I,
.1:and the ValUeOf tbe subsidy utilizing bit market.value.of the housing

:services provided'averaged from $32 to $103 (Column 2). Estimated marl
equivalent values of the subsidy range from $12 per month at incomes Of
$70011-,7999 to.$96 at incomes of $3000-3999, .Cash equiValent to government
cost.ratios, thown in column 5 of Table 5, rise with annual incomes over.
the lower ranges and then fall at annualincomes beyond $4000. These
ratios neVer exceed.70 percent,'onftVerage.across,an income clasp, and'.
are as low ap-23 percent. They average. 55.percent for all sam016
Kraft and awn estimate. that 34 percent of the sample families occupied

.7 ,
.WpiteAhousing..,under the pyblic housing,program than they.would have v
occupied'in it absehde, "13/ ,

a

Table 5: Recipient valuation of Public Housing Subsidies, 1972:
. Kraft and Olsen Study

.,(I): s.. (2)

..Mbntlily Value

I Subsidyl Subsidy
Annual Monthly of
ncome

-

, $ 0:- 999 '$ 87
$1000-1999 ' 125
$200072999 133

$300009

/

99 ., 138
$4000-4999 128

/... $5000-5999 112
$6000-6999 75
$7000-7999 52

Alierege 99

(3) TT)..,,., (5) (8) (7):-
Monthly 'i .,

Cash
Dguivalent (1)-(3) (3)/(1) (2)-(3)j 141(2)

1$ 66 $.40 $47 .' , 46% $26., 611
r 4

.
94 78 47 62 16 83

101 , 93 4.0 70 8 . .92
103 96 42 70 7 93
97 16 42 67 11 ;89

%,14"...
.

78

55

66
31AAT

46
44 4"

59

41
12
24 A;

85
56 '

32 12 '!. 40 23 20 *,.. 38
7.4 54 45 - 55 20. 73'

source: Kraft and'Olsen 171, selections and derivations from Table 5, p. 19., Data in columns
1 and 2 were piovided by Edgar Olsen.

The.Combined effect of a large annual subsidy from public housing,and
low cash equivalenciesieer dollar of subsidy would point to serious bias if
government outlays on public housing wereto.be directly imputed to reci0-
'ient-.incothes, Incomes'might pe overestimated by as mtich a8 $800 (on average,
over one fadilycoMPosition) and oftT by vexy large proportions of pre-pubaic
housing income. AP,

Medicare:and:Medicaid

ThoMedicareland Medicaid programs provide healthbenefits to'eligible
pertbns by'reimbur ing fully or.ipartiallY health care prOviders fot specified
'health services, -Medicare extemdt coverage to the aged and disatled populations

Security.or Railroad Retirement. It covers specified Ihealth
setvicerq-subjec to Varkis deductibles and coinsurance:,clauses; the Hosp tal

23



Insurance' portion is ftee while Supplementary Medical InsuranCe has. a ,preMium .

,whichtOvert about one7half of costs and is currently $6.7O per mOnth. Medita`id,

.is an incometested stäteprogrem; partially finented by the Federal gw.fernment,

.that. provides benefits' to petsont Ancrfamiliet reteiving publit'assistance and
sOme ttates toAhose who would be eligible for public assistance were their

incomes not aboveState public assistance incomeqimits. 'Medidaid.differs
from state tostate in the services covered and in its deductible andtoinpUr7.,.
ancelirOvi0906.Thereate,i,however,,,no premiums require&fortOVerage.

J,

, Total government outlays on these two program4 obviously refleCt
tueet4omhealth tare df the'elilgible population. The,more that is spent on
health.care, the higher are government outleys. :ThiS4saMe relationthipholds'
forthe individual person or family who participates in.either of'these health
programs: the more it spends on covered health care; the higher will. beVie
subsidy it receivesfrom Medicare or Medicaid.

. 6btito'Viewithedollai subsidy(that,is,. the outlays,under Medicare and
'Medicaid on behalf-of the particular reciPient) asIe benefit,tO.the recipient.,
ifiplies thatthe more A'family tOehdt Ch health care,.the. better off it is
(since its subsidy would be higher)-. atm stronginverse,relatiOnship be-
tween health status and health care expenditures makes thisresult untenable. 14/

A more atceptiZle approach where the welfare of individUalrecipients
at issue is to. view Medioare and Medicaid as health insurance policies. Persons
,and.families eligible for these progeams will. then be viewed as receiving a
:benefit whethtir or not they actually consume health services during the time

7-periodof concern., In this frameJOrk tOtal:premiiiMs (tubsidized..and'pal.d"by
reciPientWwill bey,equivalent.to the,actuarial.value of the prograM.and the'
subsidies will be 'equal tO program outlayt lett any preMiums-required,bf
the recipient.

When these prograis are mdewed,ae health insurance, it ispecessa y to
Attonsidera yariety,Af;cruciql,vaEiables which affect an indiv].dual's,çlemand
-0-prefeiences for Heatth insurence.. First is-the expected need for health
services or the Probability 'of ill-met (Weighted bYthe costOrtreating
such an.illness). The higher the probability of illness, of coursehe -\

greater is the demand for health insurande; ceteris paribus.-,This'yariable
.:.serves to atsign higher benefits from health-1177175nce to thote With higher
health e Oditures. As a class, the aged are expected to have, reaterYneed

:for heaJth bervlges'and there seems t6 be,grbwing.evidence that low-income
families, so hAVe greater need as a result Of poorer health status. Second,
4rcess tb health care.certaihly affects-the demand for.health inturance.. .
A family ith'tuPetiorhealth'insurance behefits.little.if4,there are no
doctorsor hospitals aVeilable. In this regard; rural area's are'thoughtto''
haveparticularlysevere problems with fetpect to health care availability.:

-Third the extent of desired risk-takingWill differ %trots families. The .

. greater.the aversionto riskf.of course,the more valbable is health insurance.

, .

TheseHfactors, together with income,' will influenbe the Preferences of,
persons' and families for the insurance value embodied.in theMedicare and
medicaid programs. Ifpreferences for health'insurance are low enough,

)
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cettain'eligible families (indifference curve X in Figure 7) may choose
not ,to Participate in the Supplementary Medical'Insdrance portion of Medi-
care. ,Hince,the Hospital Insuranceprtion of Medicare and Medicaid
involve no premiums, all eligible"families shodld participate.

.N

..,The cash equivalent Values of Medicare and'Meditaid, viewed as health
insOrance"bolibies, are depicted in Figure. 7. A'health'insurance policy

..ofcc is bfferei under Medidare and/or MediOaid. Under Medicare, premiums
of.AD are -charged4Olicy hplders'and the neWbOdgetOondtraiht is AQIS:
Under Medicaid,.whiCh'ChargeS nb premiuMai:the new budget,conotraint id AM.

-GiVen Eileliudgeongtiaint,AGIE;-if an'individual's.preferences ate
..represented;by'isdifference curve Y,in, Figure 7.; he wil4;choose to supplel
Kent the health insurance coverage proVided bjt.liedkare with:a*ivately-
.secured.policy(ids). As with food stamps,, observation that outlays on.the,
good in question exceed those'provided by the'ptogi-am is'a Sufficient condi
tion for a cash equilialent value equal to goVernment cost. 15/ For individuals
with preferences represented by indifference curves W and GThowever, a higher'

1evel of, utility could have been attained had the transfers been in the form ,

of cash, is.shown by'points t and.s on the higher indifference curves igr
. 4

and.Z'.

FIGURE 7

tEDICARE and MEDICAID

AT .

Health
Innmm:e
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Several additional factors might impact on the translation oflovernment
o4tlaylAnto cash equivalencies in these programs. It was mentioned earlier
in this sedtion that recipient valuation-might be greater.than government
cost if market imperfections were reduced. To the extent thatMedisaid, .

and to a lesseerlegree Medicare,,have improvedaccess,to,hsaltOtare aMong
. lower-ipcome.households, this effect:cannot be dishisted.,' Operating
.the opposite direction, that is to reduce the ratio of Vecl.pient Val tion
to government cost, is the possibility .that government outlays on thise-

.t, programs are greater than in theOiyate,.sector. Such..an-outtOme,woup
'".bepossible were.Medicare!en&Meditaid Patients,either Charged higher,

.fees by health care providers for the same.service'or. ovided with more :
servioeskgg., operations:orl*-raYS)than4re-meqc neCessary relStive .

to privately-insured.patients. ,
. ,i

.,:4: ....,., ,.
,.

Finally:, some Mention OlUst:be madeofilhe impol-whiChthe Sharp rise ini
coatcf health'services over recent years had on:the premiums of Medicare
And Medicaid and, thus-, Cn,their 40Sh income equivalent*. It is estimated

,.that one-halUto two-thirds of the $7.0 billion or. 40 percent projedted
-increase in'Medicare'arid Medicaid outlaysfrom fiscal year 1974 to fiscal
iii7-Ig76 (estimated) will be due to higher costs of medical services. 16/
While some of-the h4ghet coati may reflect improvements in the quality.6?
medical.services,'pricerises haVe undoubtedly been sizable. .It isunclear
hOw.price rises should be handled- in' the context of inlkind subsidies and'
their cash.income equivalents. Ideally, of course, total income in current,
d011aiS, including in-kindsubsidies,Should be deflated by.an appropriately
4weighted price index. Or, -lithe measurement of poverty it the sole concern, ^
the poverty lihe mightjpeadjuited upward.W an appropriately.weighted price-
index while.incOmes remain in current &liar terms. In practice,however,
there. May be no appropriately weighted,price inddir wh e4goodsconsumed

el
by families are-subsidized, i.e., where expenditures a e zerocr substantially
below cost. For example,,if health care were psovid ree.to 441 families,
or at a nominal'cost, preSumably weights attached to health care in any price
index would be very low or even zero. Yet, if health care subsidies are-

: added to-Income in current dollars and health care prices are rising, reals a

incomes of. families will be overstated. 17/:. It may be neceSeary, then,' to
cOnvert the income derived-from. some in-Tand transfers into real terMs aPart

.from application of overall'priceindices tc5 total income. ... .

.

. .
.

These considerations, and the,factors affecting individual preferences
noted earlier,tomplicate the valuatiOn issue for.MediCare andMediteid and
are generally not reflected in,the available'estimates of recipient benefits
from these programs. With.these prograMs regarded aS health-insurance

, policies, Speeding found the-ratio of recipient'cash valuation to gOvernMent
cost for Medicare and Medicaid to average C68 in.1972.' As shown in column 4'

., of Table,6, the ratio riseSfrom .58 for.the lowest intome households to
, .85 for-the higherAncome.hOuseholdS.- This rise reflects twolactors:

(l) a falling proportion'of families eligible for.Medicaid as versui
' Medicare as incomejncreases; in conjunction with a higher Medicare ratiO;

Smeeding found the ratiosbf cash equivalents.to cost in 1970 to be ..63'
for Medicaid, .93 for 'Medi:sere, and .81,ifbotS.Meditare.and Medicaid were,

-3
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4able 6.

(11
Average

Disposable Medical'

Personal , Insurance
-Income Subsidy 1/

.o- 949 $641
400071999 863
2000-2999 661
33999; 525
ow-otr-. 484
5000-5999 474
6000-7499 485
7500-9999 . 440

$10,000 4 375 A

ipient Valuation of Medicare and Medicaid,
1974, Smeeding Study

(2) ,

Average
Annual
Cash

Equivalent

I)

(1)-(2)

(47 .

.

(5)
Average
Medicaid
Subsidy
1970

14)
-Average

Annual
'Cash

Equivalent

(7) .

(5)-(6) 2/

8)

(6)1(5) a/

$373
, $268

,(2)1(1)

581 8325 $152 $173 47%
. 468 395 54 421 .221 200 52

, 393 268 59 499 All 25 49
. 335 190 64 397 268 129 68

326 158 67 373 284 89 76 .
328 146 69 368 276 92 75 '

336 . 149 70 323 f 253 70 78
339 101 77 260 213 47 82
317 . 58 85. 418 282 36 89

Source: &Needing 1161, selections and derivations five Tables C-7, p. 359, and 0-7, p. 362.

1/ I ludes Medicare and Medicaid.
se estimates should not be compared with those shown in columns 3 and 4 for Medicare
Medicaid together since they are for afferent years and since Smeeding found the

ratios of caah equivalents to government cost (columns 4 and 8) to tall considerably
from 1970 to 1972.

"ow

received, and (2) a rise.inthe,ratio within each prograM as income rises,
as,can be seen'in column 8 of Table 6 for the-Medicaid program.

The ratios of cash equiValents to government cost found by Smolensky
'et al. for five hypothetical families are scomewhat higher than those found
by Smeeding. The four-Person family with an annual income of $4706 receiving-
Medicaid,-for example, would value it'at 74. to 85 percent Of government cost,
as can be seen in Table 7. These,ratios also Osevith'income.

J.

t Table 7. Patio'of Cash Equivalent to.Goverumen
Cost, 19/0: 'Smorensky Study

:11464erson Family

Incxie $2869
$4883

Medicare Medicaid

81-89% 64-76%
91-95% na

Four-Persomiamily ...

Income $3414 na 67-78%
Of -, $4706. na 74-85%

$6572 na na

Source: Smolensky et al. 117]. selections from Table 4, p. 32.
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As witg theifood stamp'and public housing programs, true incomes would be :

overstated Were7Medicare'and Medicaid valuedat the cost to the government.
This biat,.wOuld.be particularly serious for Medicaidwherethe 'recipient
ve9AlatiOn appears to,be-less than thtee-quarterg of government cost for most
'recAOient,families... Incomes night be overstated by more'than $20 a year in
some incoMe classes, representing a 10 to 25 percentupward bias

Bundles of Subsidies

Families and, individuals may often receive more than one type of in-kind

subsidy. The homeowner who can deduct interest and prOperty taxes from income'
for Federal income tax purposes may well be receiving subsidized healthinsur-
ance from his employer. Among thelour in-kind transfer programs discussed in
this Section, there ate considerable overlaps in coverage. The family receiving
',cash public assistance, for example, is at the same time categorically eligible

for Medicaid and for food stamps and.might be living in. public housing as well.
Theaged individual receiving'SSI may well be receiving food stamps, Medicaid,
and Medicare benefits. 1 .

.

.e 1

In estimating cash equivalents of in-kind income, it it necesiari to specify
bundles of subsidies received by faMilieS since the valuationof any one subsidy- ,

May well depend oil the entire bundle. This follows from the shift which occurs
in the pre-program.budget constraint with the receipt of subsidies other than

the particular subsidy (which.wewili call the "marginal subsidy") being valued.

.Receipt of other subsidies will Shift the budget constraint outward, that is,
raise the recigient's income, and may alter the slope of the budget constraint.
as well, that is, change.relative Prices between themarginal subsidy and all

other goods. With an altered pre-program budget congtraint, recipient valuation
of the marginal subsidy may change. Exactly how it changes -- whether higher or
.lower -- is a complex proce6s, the outcome of which ig not obvious. Neverthe-

less, several important effects can be identified incteased income as

a result ofthe receipt of other subsidies can, ceteris paribus, be expected
to'increase the cash equivalent of the marginal subSidy: Second, the degree

to which the subsidized goods at,e substitutes will also be important. For .

example; Medicare and Medicaid atetlargely substitutes. Individuals enrolled

in both will value the two combined less,telative to goVernment cost, than
they would value either singly, And for food stamp families whose thildren
receive free or reduced price school lunches, the value of the full food stamp
allotMent may be less than if it were the only food stibsidy received.,

The Smeeding study does not value bundles of subsidies simultaneously.
The Smolensky study does value bundles of subsidies.jointly. In doing so,

it was found that for food stamps, public housing, Medicare, and Medicaid
jointly, the ratio of recipient casti value to government.cost was 81 percent.'18/

IMPLEMENTAT'ION

Implementation of a-cash plus in-kind income definition will require
work in several areas: (1) a methodology'for deriving cash equivalent estimates;
(2) collection of information on the receipt of, and subsidy from, in-kind
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dubsidies on household surveys; and (3) possible changes in the poverty

threshold. These topids will be discussed in turn.

Estimates of Cash Equivalents

The previous sections have described a theoretical framework for converting.

1kkind subsidies into cash incorde equivalents.
Estimates of cash equivalents

from Several studies that have attempted to implement such a framework were

also presented.
Several of these studies illustrate the difficulties inherent

in doing so. One study (Clarkson) utilized a utility function which, while

tractable, has properties unacceptable for our,purposes,
namely constant

proportions of income spent on items consumed.." Another
(Smeeding) by-passed

utility functions entirely and derived estimates
that are only gross approxi-

mations to cash equivalents. A third atudy
(Smolensky et al.), faced with

the difficulties of utility function estimation,
chose to simulate cash ,

equivalents by assuming various parameters Of the Utility function.

It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss utility function

estimation. If the adoption of an .income definition'that includes in-kind

income is contemplated, then the first step towards imlementation Should be

. a study of the feasibility of estimates that are derived from utility functions.

Functions capable of estimation must be studied for the degree to which they

are characterized by properties deemed
essential to the analysis, such as

absence of restrictions op price and income.elasticities.
12/ Mbreover, the

earlier analysis diakes it clear that both preferences for specific subsidized

goods and the suhsidy itself will, vary by different demogrsphic characteristics

such as-household.size, age, and location. Cash equivalent estirdates must allow

for such variation by allowing utility tunction parameters to vary somas relevant

subgroups.
Finally, it would be desirable to know the

sensitivity bf the cash

equivalent estimates to afternative formi of the utility function. Murray (111 .

.
found, for exsmple, that public housing cash equivalent

benefits for one family

compositide differed
by $14 a month -- oc a 10 percentage point difference in

the ratio of.cash equivalents to government'outlays
depending on'whether

theCES or Cobb-Douglas function was utilizedo
,

An approximation:to the utility theory approach for vsluing in-kind income,

1

which:is less desirable from a theoretical viewpoint, but easieCto implement,

is that contained in the Smeeding study. An OMB Interagency Committee, in

reviewing.poverty and income statisEics in 1973, also mentioned sueh an approxi-

mation, calling it "net funds released for additional uses." Ay, Such an approaci

adds the in-kind income, valued at government cost/ to cash inomme. Expenditures

iir

the specified,
subsidized good by the recipient of the in-kind Subsidy are

en compared to expenditures of anon-recipient with similar income (and similar

mographic charicteristics). If expenditures on the subsidized good by the

recipient are greater than those:of the non-recipient, the value of the in-kind

income is reduced .by thedifference For example, if a Medicare recipient (with

no other health insurance.policy) had cash income of $5000, if the health insur-

.ance value of Medicare were $500 St government cost, and if a nOn-Medicare recip-

ient withvcash
income-of $5500 spent $300 on health insurance, then the'in-kind

income.from Medicare
would be valued at $300.

29
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This type of
approximation would only by chance

produce estimated cash
equivalenti that are identical with the uti,ity

theory.approach. Most
importantly, the marginal benefits from the

additional,consumption of the
good.over and above what the

recipient,(or the comparable non-recipient)
would have consumed with cash are valUed at 'Zero. Such erzero valuation
is highly iMprobable.

Using the Medicare
example, $200.of "excess consump-

tion" of health
insurance adds nothing'to the

household's'income. This
procedure ihus leads tokIstimated

cash equiValents that are below true .

values. Operating in the opposite
direction,.that is, towards cashequivalents that are too high, is the bias imparted by adding the subsidy

into iilpome
at-government cost in order to evaluate consumption. Again

using the
Medicare.examplet the income level'used to

evaluate.consumption
should have been about $5300, not $5500. This bias becomes mOre serious
the greater the number of subsidies received by a single recipierit. In
generald.such an approximation cannot deal appropriately with bundles of
subsidies and the manner in which the demand for one subsidized good is
affeCbed by the receipt of other'subsidized

gOods which are to varying
degrees substitutes.

.Another difficulty involving the empirical
implementation of this

approximation which may be important for the utility theory
approachas'well'

is
the.possibility,that no comparable,yet

non-recipient group whets. If,
for example, virtUally no familiee areyithout s idized health ineUrance*
there will be no group-whose demand for health surance is free-of a subsidy
element. Food stamps provide another case in int. All households with low',
incomes are eligible for food stamps, though only around 50 percent of eligible
households participate in the' program.. To the extent

that households decline
to participate

because of:low
preferences for food relative to other goods,

the use of such households as the benchmark
for valuing food stamps. would.

bias the estimate of the cash equivalent of food stamps downward. The growth
of in-kind income in recent years and its high incidence across the population
make thiei particularly difficult problem.

The Above problems
notwithstanding, this approximation

approach is worthy
of further

exploration. Indeed, any
implementation study should deal not only

with the various problems of utility function estimation, but thould assess
approximations, including the one discussed above, that will be more tractable
than the theoretically desired approach.

Direct recipient estimates ofwilling-
nese to pay -- for example asking a recipient of-food stamps how much cash he
would-accept in lieu of thejood stamp-bonus should also be.explored although
they have deny pitfalle.

Data Collectiod

. .In addition to the-above
issues concernedvith

empiticil estimates of the
cash equivalent of in-kind income, there ate-a variety of

implementation issues
that have to deal with the collection of data on

recipiency of,, and subsidies
from, in-kind income. Statistics on inceme,

income distribution, and poverty
are compiled from data collected in household surveys. The decennial Census
and the March

Current Population
Survey, described in other technical

papers
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associated with thisstudy on.the measureMent Of poverty, are the primary
sources of such Statistics. In order fur inricind income to be included
in such statistics, these Surveys will have to collect information ori

"in-kind income received by individual households. Such information is -

sometiMes difficult to obtain and, in additiOn, samples May notalways be
of sufficieht size to'ailow population estimates within acceptable con-
.fidence limits. Even when feasible and statistically acceptable, such
Imformation would entail a tonsiderable increase in the length of the
cUrrent Census and CPS interviews,-and might, in fact, require entirely_
new household'income surveys.

-

. Several aspecfs of.the collection of information on in-kind income
received:by households.are touched upon briefly below. Clearly, coalection-
difficulties vary lorAbe.different types 6f-in-kind intome; In some.

cases there are"no serrodS,probleMs and sudh data are currently.beinj
collected on household surveys. Food stamps is a case in point. For
other types.-- public housing or private health insurance 77 data problems
May be severe.

Retipiency

Does 4 household (or do the various members therein) ,receive in-kind.
jncOme? Two,aspects of.the problems associated with identification.of
recipients'are important. First, can householdi dorrectly identify reteipt
of'in-kind income? . In some caseate:7- food.stamps, Medictee, health insurance
-- households can identify the itteipt of suchbenefits:. In others, it may.:

:be-mpre difficult.: For example, Medicaid goes by different names in. different

.
states;and, in addition, housdholds eligible for, but not 'using, Medicaid oVer
.a.givenveridd may have to be otherwise identified. Or, does alfamily know.
whether it is living in,lbw-rent public housing ocreteivingSubsidized 'medical
pare from a Public hospital? .

Second, can.the,survey's sample size (i.e., the numbers of households inter-..
, viewed) support reasonable'poPulation estimates for,highly localized subsidies,

. as in Public, housing,'or for multiple receipt of subsidies, whereincidence
across the entire population may be law?

.Recipient Subsidy

What subsidy at provider cost does the recipient receive? Here particularly,
4* .,collection difficulties differ across types of Subsidies.. For Medicare and

Medicaid,-evaluated-as health insUrance policies, government butlays%can.be,
spreadvacross enr011ees'ahd it is thus not necesSary-to ask recipients aboUt :

. the:amount of subsidy received. For'food stamps it is necessary to ask house-.
holds what they pay for their staMps and whattheir ttamp.allotment is, easy.'
enough tasks. Public housing presents a more.difficult problem, requiring not
only the rent a household pays for living in a public houSing unit, but identi-
fication of the locality in which the household resides, and perhaps information t
.on some characteristics of.the houSing unit.(e.g:,/number of rooms)v these
Jatter data are necessary to permit a market value:to be placed on the public
'housing unit,by utilizing outside information from HUD or other sources: SiMilar

el 31
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difficulties surround private health insurance. Not only is_it necessary

to know what the household pays in premiums, but the characteristics of

the policy must be known as well since these characteristics determine its

market value. It is unlikely til4t the household ;411 know these character-

istics; thus, outside sources such as employer or insurance company records

May%e required. For, subsidies to homeownership through the income tax r

system it would be necessary to know not only the deductions taken for

/ mortgage interest and property texes but the family's marginal tax bracket

as well.

PoVerty'Threshold

The official poverty threshold is ba4ed Upon the coat of Department

of Agriculture's (USDA) Economy Fbad Plan and is blown up by the inverse of

' the average food expenditure to 'income ratio of the U.S. population, as
measured by the 1955 USDA food consumption survey: Income as,defined and'

measured in the 1955 survey included only cash income. If in-kind benefits

are added to income, in .order to maintain consistency between income and
'the poverty threshold (as currently defined), thd threshold should be in-

creased to the degree'the food consumption to cash plus in-kindiincome ratio

is7reduced. 21/

The food stamp program by itself does little to alter mean'income across

the U.S. population. When reported fodd stamp values were added to 1974

incoMes, annual mean income of.families rose by $45 and of individuals by $15

-7 increases of only o.a peceni. 23/ Inclusion of health insurance and hous-
ing subsidies would, of course, have a much more dramatic impact on mean income.

Mention was made in the Introduction and Summary of the inadequacy of cur-
cent poverty statisticsrin the face of the food stamp program which provides

recipients with the Economy.Food Plan in the form of the foodstamp allotment'

at reduced cost. One method of allowing for the receipt of food staMps in the

measurement of poverty that is hot wikhout appeal is to adjust poverty thresholds

directly. That is, for every household receiving food stamps, the household's-
poverty threshold would be reduced by the bonus value or transfer from food

stamps. Several arguments can be raised against such a procedure. First,,the
'adjustment of the poverty threshold over a period %f time has not kept pace
with the rise in food prices. In recent years thethreshold has been adjusted
by the rise in the CPI which has lagged behind the rise in food prides alone.

Thus, food dean°. allotments are not currently equal tothe'food base of the
poveEty threshold. Second, food is the only budget item explicitly accounted
for in the poverty threshold; were health and housing benefits also to be
dealt with, they-are more appropriately handled on the income side of the

equation. Finally,:adjusting the poverty threshold for_food:stamps might
improve poverty measurement, but.it'would do nothing iO improve relative
mea-sures of povertyor analyses of the distribution of income. Such
analyses are of equal importance to the measurement of poverty. Adjust-
ment of incomes far the receipt of in-kind subsidles would provide the
widest range of information6about relative well-being of households,
permitting analyses of poverty or of the distribution of inCome.

4 2
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In sumilary, implementatioh of a cash plus in74cind income definition involves
three steps: (l) collection of information in household surveys on'the redeipt
of the various types of in-kind idcome and of the subsidies received (or at least'
of the information necessary to' deitive the subsidies received); (2) determination
,of the cash income equivalents of the in-kind income; and (3) possible alteration
_of the poverty threshold. It is the general thrust of the discussion in this
section that implementation is not a simple matter on any count.

Data collectionprobleil, while inconsequential for some subadies.such as
food stamps and Medicare, can be,serious for others. Sufficient resourdes could
probably overcome many of these problems, enabling long-and.detailed household
questionnaires and associated checks of administrative records such as those
of health insurance companies. Whether such resources would be made availahde
is, of.qourse, uncertain. If'not, some types of in-kind income could not be
valued. Then a decision would have to be made whether to include some types'
and not others -- e.g., include Medicare and Medicaid, but not private'health
insurance when doingso will distort income cotperisons across households. 23/

After data are collected, the estimation of cash equivalents remains.
The earlier discussionstressed the biases that would result if in-kind incdme
were to be valued at provider cost. It showed tgat the theory existb for the 4

estimation of cash equivalents, although implementation of the theory is diffi-
cult and must be ekplored further in order to determine the best approach.
Clearly, though-, some approach canibe developed and fully implemented and,
while subject to tome estimation etror, it will give a truer picture of the
va4ue or income equivalent,of in-kind income thay if provider cost were,
ut4lized as the standard. 'once a technique for estimating cash'equivalents
re developed there is no reason why food stamps, at least, could not be .

included in income on a regular basis and utilized in,poverty measUrement.

Finally, lest the reader, faced with the,difficultiés of implementing
the above framework and the need for making estipates, opt fftthe current
situation which may seemless'arbitrary, it should be stressed that to ignore',
in-kind income is not to avoid the problem. Rather,, to ignoreAn-kind,income
is implicitly to place a value of zero upon it. And-the earlier discussions
have made it clear that in-kind income is, on the contrary, worth substantial
sums'to many families.

I.
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IMPACTS OF CERTAIN IN-KIND PROGRAMS ON'INCOME AND POVERTY

The precediikg Section presented a framework for measuring how in-kind income
affects individual recipients.i The subject of this section is how 'certain in-
kind programs affect income totals and distributions and numbers of persons in

poverty. The magnitude of this effect will depend not only. on 'the degree to
which government outlays can be viewed as/income to recipients, but also on
the overall size of the in-kind programs (the number of recipients and the aver-
age subsidy) and on the distribution of program outlays among families at
various income levels. In thib regard, the poverty status'of recipient-families

of.particular interest.

Income impacts, and particularly poverty . impaCts, of in-kind prdgrams are
poorly documented-and, indeed, are somewhat unknown. This section, thus, begins
by describing briefly the eligibility criteria and benefit schedules of the
four programs on which this stUdy focuses: food stamps, 'Medicare .Medicaill, and

-pubj.ic housing., Any information that is available on the income ,;nd poverty

status of recipients is also put forward. The extent of multiple program
receipt is then assessed. Finally, the findings of several studies dealing with
the'inti-poyerty impacts of food stampi separately and of the fOur in-kind prOr-

.-grams jointly will be discussed. . 4

PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS AND INCOME STATUS OF RECIPIENTS

Food-Stamps

The food stamp program.permits households which meet income and'asset
eligibility standards -- and a work requirement test -= to purchase food
coupod6 at,a zero or redUCed price. The food coupons may thep,be redeemed

.'forippst food iteMs at participating-grocery Stores. The difference between
the value of the food coupons and the price paid for them is the*transfer
deriving from the program -- the so-called bonus value. .

The prOgram parameters It determine.program benefits and eligibility are
the 'coupon allotments (that i the value of thelOod coupons) and the purchase
requirement (that is, the price that must_be paid for the fdod coupons).
Allotments are based on the cost of the U.S. Department of Agriculture's
EconomY'Food Plan and vary with household size. Current monthly allotments
aie shown'In Table 8 and are $48 for a one-person household, $162 for a
four-person household, and $278 for an eight-person household.

Purchase requirements cap be.no more'than 30 percent of a household's net **

incoie. The program's benefit reduction (or tax) rate is, thus, 30 percent and,
in conjunction with allotments, determines maximum income eligibility .(except
for one-person households). This relationship is allotment =.30 7 maxiMum
income eligibility, or, for a four-person household, $1624.30 = $540. . A

four-person household with countable monthly income below $540 is, thus, cur -' .

rehtly eligible for the food stamp program. Current income limits for all-fsiZe
hoUseholds are shown belOw.
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Table 8. Monthly
(Effective.July

, Monthly:Net /ncame

Coupon-Allotments and
1,, 19775) 48states

,

Number of Persons in Household:

purchase Requirements
and D.C.

'5 6 7, .8

$192 $222 $250 : $278

1 2 3 4 .

'Monthly Cousmon Allotments:

$40 $90. $128 . $162
Monthly Purchase Requirement:

$ 0 to-19.99 .... $.0 $ 0 $ 0. $ 0 $. 0 $ 0 . $ 0 $ .0

. 20 to 29.99 '.... 1 1 0 0 0 0 - 0 0
313.to 39:99 .... 4 4 4 4 5 -5 - 5. 5
40 to 49.99 '.... 6 ''. 7 7 7 a . a 8 8
50 to 59.99 .... 8 10 10 10 11 11 12 12
60 to 69.99 .... 10' 12 13 13 14 14 15 16
70 b3,79.99 .... 12 15 16 16 17 17 18 19
80 to.80.99 .... 14 18 19- 19 20 21 21 '22
90 to 99.99 ....:. 16 21 21 :22 23 24 25 26

.

100 to 109.99 .... 18 23 . 14 , 25 26 27' , 28 29
110 to 119.99 :... ,21 , 26 27 28 29 31 32 33
120 to 129.99 ... 24 29 30 31 33 34 35 36
130 to 139.99 ... 27 32 34 36 .37 38 39
140 to 149.99 ::. 30 35 ' 36 37. 39 40 41 42

150 to 169.99 ... 33 38 40 41' 42 43 44 45
170 to 189.99 ... 36 44t 46 47 48 49 50 51
190 b3 209.99 ... 36 50 52 53 54 55 57
210 to 229.99 38 56 58 59 60 61 :1 63

230 to 249.99 ... 62 64 65. 66 67 68 69

250 to 269.99 ... 68 70 71 72 73 74 75
270 to 289.99 ... . 70. .76 77 78 79 80 81
290 to 309.99 ... , 70 82 83 84 85 86 87

: 310 to 329.99 ... 88. 89 90 91 92 93
330 tti 359.99 ... 94 95 96 97 98 99

360 to 389.99 ... 100 104 105 106 107 108
390 to 419.99 109 113 114 115 116 117
420 to 449.99 ... 110 122 123 124 125 126
4$0 to 479.99 131 132 133 134 135
480 to 509.99 1.38 141 142 143. 144

510 to 539.99 ... 138 150 151 152 153
540 to 569.99 ... 138 159 160 161 162
570 to 599.99 164 169 170 171
600 to 629.99 164 178 179 180
630 to 659.99 164 187 188 189

,

660 to 689.99 ... 190 197 198
690 to 719.99 190 206 207
720 to 749.99 ... , 190 214 216
750 to 779.99 214 225
780 to 809.99 ... 214 234
81d to 839.99 214 238
840 to,869.99 4. 238
870 to 899.99 ....

.)
238

' 900°to 929.99 ... l 138
For each additional household member over eight, add $22 to the eight-person allotment.
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Table 9. 'Maximum
July

Number of Persons
In the Household

Income.Eligibility Limits,
December 1975

2'

3

4,

5

6

7

I, 8

Each additional person

Monthly
, Income Limits

. $215
300,
427
540
640
740
833
926
+73

The annual' incomes implied by the above monthly amouhts range fbirt $2580
lora one-person-household to $6480 for A'four-person household to $11,112 kor
an,eight-person household. Except for the one-perSon.household, these annual:

eatigibilitliMits are above:1974 poverty thresholds. Mbreover, these
income limits are in terms_of,countable (or net) income under food stamp incoMe
definitiOns. These definitions allow.for a wide range of deduCtions from gross
income in arriVing at countable income. SUch deductionS include Mandatory
deductionstrom earnings, a: workexpense alloWance up to $30Aper household per
;month, child care and educational expenses,: shelter costs in excess of 30 percent

, of-incdme, medical costs when in exCess of $10 per month, and casualty losses.
CoUntable income may; fOr SOme households, be signifiCantly beloW grosh incOme and
'thus, Raximum eligible incomes'in the foOd, stamp program may be well in excess of
povertY'thresholds for these same households. In addition, households in which
all members receive public assistance are categoricallY eligible regardless of
income.

.The allbtment, less the purchase requirement; determdnes a household'sbonus
value. (or transfer). As noted earlier, allotmentt rise with household siie.
PUrchase requirements rise with hoaseholdoincome, in absolute Oollar terms and
as a fraction of income as well, since purchase.requirements vary frOm.zero at
the lowett iriComes;to a maximum of'30 percent of income. Monthly purchase.
requirements are shown in Tabid 8 for various income levels. .Reflecting these
relationthips:bonus values willrise withhouseholdsize.and as income falls,
ceteris paiibus. Monthly bonus values can be quite high if incomes are low
enough, particularly for large size households. Some selected monthly bonus-
values are ghown in Table 10. At a monthly-income of $100 (annual income =
$1200), a one-person household would receive $30 a month or $360 a year in bonus
Coupons. At a monthly income of $350 (annual income =,.$4200)',a four-person
hoUsehoid would receive $67 &month or $804 a year, in bonus coupons while an. 0

eight-persbn.househlold would receive $179 a month or $2148 i year.

Table 10. Selected Mbnthly Bonus Values, July December 1975

Monthly Net Income

,$ 25
50

100
150
250

350
450
550
750

4

MouseboldjSize
41 2 4 6 8

$47 $89 $162 $222 $278
40 80 152 211 266
30 67 137 195 249
15 52 121 179 213

22 91 149 203

6 67 .

31

125
89

179
143

24 62 116
53
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.4tliotMent-aMoUnts are adjusted semi-annually to reflect,changes in foo&
pricei. 'Since purchase requirements:are nOt altered simUltanedOsly (exCept

. ...for households in.the highest.income brackets), these.upWard adjustments in
allotments,will generally raise bbnus values by the-full amount of the allot-
ment'increase'and will also raise income eligibility limits in current dcalar
terinso Pf money incomes of eligible.households also rise, purchase requirements

,will increase, reducing the rise in bonus values ceteris par ibus.. *ether 6onus'
values lin current dollars) tohouseholds nee or-717177ver time will depend on

-,-relative changes in loixFpriqes and motley incomes..
A. ..

.

-.

., . 1...
,

11

:Thesharp rise in-fOod prices in recent years had increased income eligibil
.ity limits in the'food stamp program. Alt the same tiMe,.the number of counties
with foOd stamp programs.has risen sharpay. All counties in the U.S-. hi* offer
a ifbod stamp program: Numbers of program perticipents.depend not only on the
numbers of eligible fiouseholds, but on the participation rate among eligible
households which is now estimated tO be around 50 percent. 24/ Participation
.ithe food stamp program in.May 1975 totaled 19.5 Million persons. Transfers
tOtaled.$424 million and average trandfers per recipieht $22 for the month. '
Federal outlays on food stamps arebrOjected at around $6 billion in fipcal
:year:1976. .

,

The annual income status of food stamp recipients is shown in Table 11.
'While Several-Sources of information.on the incomeetaius of food stamp house-,
holds are available, these particular data were chosen because they utilize March
CPS'income data,,the official source of.current income and poverty'statistics.
These data view poVerty in terms of annual income' levelt. The,food.stamp pro-
gram, however, uses monthly income for purposes Of eligibility determination.
Many,of the.statistics.cited in the next few pages (such as food etamprecipi-
.ents in poverty) would.differ-if monthly rather/than annual income were

.

" utilized. .

While-Table 11 shows the bulk of recipients tb have low incomes= nedian
family income lis.36 percent of the median for all families -- there is a
nbtiCeable proportion of households witivannual incones above $10;000. Some
of thesehouseholds may have.incomes below food stamp eligibility limits if
family sizes are high enough. Several other reasons why, within programrules,.
househcads with high annual gross money incomes may receive food stamps at
Some time during a year:pre that (i) incoMes pay be-low:for, one ora few months,

, .allowing program eligibility for that period, but high Over the entire-yearl
(2) not all persons in a household need to receive food stamps,'and income of
nonrecipient household Members isincluded in the data in-Table 11 - this
phenomenon Inalpe particulaqy important'tor this data base Since household

, compositional changes during'the 16 monthperiod:betweeh January 1, 1974, and
the survey week in April 1975:(could have been,corisiderable; and (3)"income

.

definitions for food stamp pärposes Pllow many deductions from income,. as noted
earlier, while 42PS income is on a gioss basis.

/
f

. A recen study 'found that mo4 of the'foOd stump houeeholds with high annual
incomes coul4 be accounted for by/theatove threefactors. 25/ Data from a

4irecent U.S. t.partment of Agriculture survey (the Chilton survey) showed the
households certified eligible for food stampein the single month of November

. ,
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Table 11. Inccne Distribution of Food Stamp Families
' hnd Unrelated Individuals, 1974

Annual Income

Percent of Food Stamp Recipients

Families Unrelated Individuals

Under $1Q00 2.5% 7.4%
4

$1000-$1499 w .
3,4 4' 10.1

$1500-$1999 4.7 34.6
1

.$2000-$2499 )6.5 25.2

$2500-$2999 8.0 7.9

$300,0-$3499 9.3 6.9

$3500-$3999 7.8 1.6

$4000-$4999 14.0 2.6

$5000$5999
-

10.1 0.4

$6000-$6999 -0.7

$7000-$7999 4.7 1.1

$8000-$8999 4.2 0.3

$9000-$9999 ' 3.3

$10,000-$11,999 4.6 1.0

.$12,000-$14,999

$15,000 and over 5.5

Median Income $4565. _/0,$1970

Mean Income $5896 $2252

Source: Coder [4], selections from Table 1. These data comeRfrom a match of
households reporting the receipt of food stimps on the April 1975
supplement to the Current Population Surv ) with the March
1975 CPS incame information for the idenicá1 households. Income
as shown above is thus cash incame as defined, collected, and edited
in'the CPS.
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Table 12. I ame Dist ibution of Focu Stamp Households, November 1973

Percent of Food Stamp HouseholdsMonthly Net Incane

3.6%

$3 -$59 1.8

$ 0-$89 6.9

90-$119 8.2

$120-$149 12.8

0.5u-$.1.79 10.7

$180-$209 9.4

$210-$239 8.0

$240-$269 6.6

$270-$299 6.4

$300-$399 11.8

$400-$499 7.1

$500-$599 r 3.6

$600-$699 1,6

$700-$799 .7 ,

$800 and over
.9

,

Source: Subcommittee On FiScal Policy [21], selections fram Table 1, p. 9.
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1973 h'ad monthly net incomes considerably below those shown in Table 11. .For
example,.53 percent had incomes below $209 a'..pilith,and fewer than-one percent
kiad incomes of 000 or Male a month. These data are,Shown in Table 12.

.

It is clear from makimum, income eligibility levels and from these.data
that many reciptents of fooestamps are not poor under current poverty defini-
tions which utiIize.annual income. In fact, in 1974 about 53 percent of food
stamp families. and 75 percent of unrelated individuals viere below the poverty
:line. Among faMilies and unrelated individuals purchasing fOod stamps during
every month of.1974, 67 and'82 percent, respectively, were poor. 26/..

. Moreovei, only about 40 percent of poor families and 20 percent of poor
unrelated individuailfare recipients (If food stamps. Because of the undey,..
reporting of inoome 5nd because asset h ldings may be -higher than program
rules permit, some poorfamilies may nc be eligible for food stamps. Among
poor families purchasing food stamps, 1 percent reported purchasing stamps
in every month-of 1974. 26/ The pote ial impact of thefood stamp program
on,incomes of poor house7ilds is thu considerably tempered by the relatively
low proportion of poor households participating in the program.

Public Housing
ft

.The Department of,Housing.and Urban Development provideS housing subsidies
to low-income families through a variety of programs that reduce rentsor
mOrtgage payments of such hou,seholds.. In fiscal year 1975, Federal:Outlays
unger the low-rent public housing'and Section 235, 236, and 101 programs are
estiMated to have totaled $2.4 billion. Low-rent public housing (LRPH),
with outlays estimated at $1.5 billion in FY 1975, accounts for the bulk of
these low-income housing subsidies. In future warathe Section 8 program
that allows recipients to choose their own rental units for leasing by the

A lotal housing authority, subject to its approval, will increase in importance.
At present, however, LRPH is the single most important hodsing.subsidy to low-
income households.

The LRPH prograM, begurLin 1937,iassistslow-income-families.in obtaining
decent places to live. Public housin9;projectt-are operated by local housing
aathorities (LHA). Operating costs are partially subsidized by the Federal,
government. The local character of tbe program is reflected in locally-
4determined eligibility criteria and benefits to recipients.' Occupancy of

housing projects is open,to families" (or to 'single elderly, handicapped,
Or disabled individuals) who meet the income test: 'The income limitation
.is determined .by the LRA.based on local housing costs'. At.least420 percent
of all units in a/project should be reserved for "very low-income families",
that is, families whose income does not exceed 50 Percent of the median
income for that area adjusted for smaller or larger than average families.
In 1972, the median income of families moving into public housing was $1990
for elderly families and .$2816 for all families. 27/ Income limits for
continued occupancy are somewhat higher geneiaTry around '125 percent of
initial.eligiWity limits. Income definitions allow-for sizable deductions
from gross income in determining countable income for eligibility purposes.

d5,
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Benefits accrue
paid by tenants are
as detertined by the
and may not exceed 25

tenants in the form of below market rents. Rents

on family imume, size, and other characteristics
TYpically, rents are 20 to 25 percent of income

cent of a family's 'adjusted income. In 1972, the ,

median monthly rent for inittal occupancy was $88 for an elderly family and

$48 for other families. 28/ I.

The impact of public housing cm the low-income population inithe aggregate

is limited since public housing tenants form a very small propoirtion of low'

imoome household0. Not all areas are served by public housing. In a sample

of 100 counties, for example,.it was found that about 74 percent of the poverty

population lived in"counties with public housing. 22/ And in counties where

public housing is available, units are often restriated to only a few eligible

holkieholds:--4n particular, the more Urbanized an arei, the more public housihg

units appear to be available relative to the poverty population. In metro- *.

politan counties with high population densities, there'is one public housing

unit for every five households in poverty while non-metropolitan-counties with
low population densities provide only one public housing unit for every 16

households in poverty. 30/

Moreove as with most Federal transfer programs, recipiency is not

restrictgd to households with incomes below the poverty line. As Table 13

shows, p'ecipients, while concentrated among horeholds witheennual incomes

below $5000, inLsome cases have incomes risin above $8000. In any event,

the table also hhows that tenants of LRPH form very small proportions of all

households in the fespective income classes. Of all families in the U.S.

with annual incomes below $3000, 95 percent were not served by the public

housing program at the end of 1972. 31/

Table 13. Distribution of Low-Rent Public Housing Or.ano
And Benefits by Income Class, December 31, 1972

Gross
Income

Households Served /
by LRPH

LOH Housoholds
As A Percentagel
of All Househol

Mean Annual
Benefits to
pm Tenants

$0-999 25,910 1.51 $ 696

10Q0-1999 283,120 7.4 900

20002999 248,520 5.8 1044.

3000-3999 183,860 4.7 1008

4000-4999 124,290 3:2 972

5000-5999 73,260 2.0 648

6000-6999 45,760 1.3 708

7000-7999 27,900 .7 504

8000 or more 42,420 - .1 624

TOML 1,055,050 1.5 rta

SOurces Department of Housing and Urban Development (27], pp. 127-128.
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Those households, that do receive benefits from public housing, receive a f
sizable annual transfer, as the preceding t4oie Shows.- ValuatiOn in cash
equivalent terms, howeve?t, reduces governmental transfers by at least 30
percent on average and by as muCh as 70 percent for the.higher income house-
holds, as wat Shownin the second section. While precise.estimates are not
:available-, it seems unlikely, then, that public housing by itself can account .

:for mote than a minor change in the numbers of households in poverty. This
'does not imply, ,..howe'Ver , that the few .households Who do derive benefits from
.the low-rent public housing program are not better oft relative to other
households.

Medicare'and Medicaid

,

Medicareand Medicaid provide in-kind health benefitS partially or fully
by reimbtirsing recipients for payments made:in securing health serviCes,in
the private market. Medicaid is an income-tested program for publicassist-
ance recipients, and tor mediCally needy households in some states while
Medicare serves the aged population'amd the disabled eligible forSocial
Secdrity or Railroad Retirement. As was discussed in the second section, both
prOgrams are most appropriately viewed as packagesrof health insurance with

.

variOus levels of coverage and premiums. The two programs are reviewed in
turn. 32/

The medicare Ptogram, established in 1965 under Title XVIII of the Social
Security Act, is composed of two health insurance plans to assist the elderly
and disabled. Tbgether, Hospital Insurance and Supplementary Medical Insurance
comprise a system that covers hospital and medical coStsthrough deductible
and coinsurance cost sharing with the insured.

.The Hospital Insurance program (HI) provides coverage for.hospital
,The target population initially was anyone of age OS or over; but with the'
addition of a 1973 amendment has been broadened to include disabled and renal
disease patients. Households must,be eligible for Social Security or Railroad
Retirement to obtain kull benefits. 33/ HI is financed through an'earmarked
payroll tax. While there are no HI Ferniums for currently eligible persons,
such-persons will havopaid the payroll tax during their working years.

"Supplementary Medical Insurance (SMI), also enacted in 1965, provides
coverage for physicians' services and medical supplies for enrollees, subject
to various deductibles and coinsurance provisions. Eligibility is open to .

all HI enrollees and to U. S. citizens of dge 65 or.over. Enrollees pay pre-
miums -- currently $6.70 per month -- equal to half the cost of the coverage;
the remaindee is financed from general rovenues. States may cover these pr -
mium costs for aged persons receiving public assistance (money payments Or
medical assistance).

Table 14 below shows estimated costs and coverage for HI and SMI during
FY 197. , Together, the programs paid $13 billion in net benefits afid covered
over 23 Million,persons. In 1973, over 96 percent of the aged population was
enrolled in both options. Under HI, average payments per beneficiary in
FY 1973 were $1414 and per enrollee were $318, while for SMI the respective
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Table 14: Medicare Costs and Coverage,TY 1975 (Estimated)

Net Benefit Beneiiciaries Coverage
'Cost (In (Avg. Monthly (Avg.. Monthly

Billions) .In 000) In 000)

HI 5,600 23,500

.SMI '$3.6, 12,200 23,000

f"-
Source: Subcommittee On Fiscal Policy [22J, Op.'147 198, and 205.

. .

figures were $228 and $117. 34/ Data are not available on the numbers of

persons and iamilies in poverfy or with low-incomes coveibd by'Medicare.

The Medicaid program, enacted in 1965, enables each state to assist

'eligible low-income households in.meeting their health needs. The Federal

government reimburses the states for a'portion of Medicaid costs, raming
from 50 to 83 perdent depending on state ,per capita income. Eligibility

and benefits vary widely across states.

/

In broad outline, there rare two categoriei.of eligibility for Medicaid.

The first, categorical coverage, is mandated by the Federal government for',

all states whidh provide Medicaid piograms. Those eligible under this cover-

age in general include all public assistance cash recipients and certain other

specified groups which would be eligible for public assistance except.for

technicalities. States have also elected to include certain other categorically

'needy,groups. The second form of coverage is'to the "medically needy." These

ap persons who meet the basic (non-income) eligibility 'conditions favcoverage
a the categorically needy, but-with income in excess of limits iret inbufficient

'to pay for medical care'. Twenty-five states and the Diitrict of Columbia extend

Medicaid to the medically needy.

Income limits for the rategorically needy are generally identical to those

in'the respective public assistance programs. For the medically needy, Federal
financial participation covers only persons with countable incomes equal to
or below 133 1/3 percent of the state's AFJOICbasid benefit or.guarantee lbr

a similar size family. State income limits may"be below this amount. In

July 1973, median annual.income limits in the states offering coverage for the

medically needy were $2052-for one person and$3636 for a four-person family;
however, income limits varied across those states from $1400 to $3000 for one

person and from $2800 to $5000 for a four-perSon family. 35/ countible incomes
below these levels qualify families for full reimbUrseMenrof health,care costs

specified in the state plan. Families with higher incomes, however, may qualify
for soMe medical assistance if medical outlays reduce incpme below state limits;

for such families, Medicaid would cover some portion of medical outlays.
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Benefits are derived from the full or part4a1 payment of specified medical
costs to health care providers. The scope or services provided under Medicaid
differa across states. States.maY impose deductibles in most cases, but there
is apparently no Current information on state practices in this regard. In
'fiscal.year 1975, Medica0 is estimated to have cost $12.2 billion and covered
24.7 million persons. 36/ As.with Medicate, no data are available on recipients
.by income or poverty stitus. Clearly, however,. most Medicaid recipients will
haVe low incomes and many will have .incames below the poverty threshold.

RECEIPT OF. MULTIPLE IN-KIND BENEFITS

-Households that receive one in-kind transfer have.varying probabilities'of
.receiving other in-kind transfers: The time types of in-kind income a hoUsehold

\ receives, of course, the greater is the like34hood that:the indlusion.of in=kind
benefits in income will raise that household out of'poverty. The extent of over7
lapping benefits is, thus, crucial to the,issue at hand: Data on the receipk'
of Multiple:types of in-kind income are,at best, sketchy. No reliable national
statistics exist on the extent of sUch. overlaps among the population as a whole..
Pieces of,evidence"are.offered in this.section on overlaps in governmental in=kind
transfer benefits.for reCipients of particulaeporograms or for particular areas.-
The four programs discussed earlier are of primary concern.

Categorical coverage offers direct,evidence of the potential overlaps among
certain programs. Recipients of cash'public assistance ., I) are generally:
categorically eligible, that is eligible without respect to income, for food.

.

stamps and for Medicaid, 37/ Not all public assistance recipients participate
in the food Stamp program; in Jahuary 1973, 60 percentof AFDC families were
receiving food stamps at a time when about 80 percent lived in counties with
a food Stamp program. 38/ At that'time, 70 percent of the AFDC families on
food stamps received a-Ronthly bonus value from food stamps of from $30-99, as
shown in the table below.

Table 15. Monthly Bonus Values of AFDC Families Receiving Food Stamps 'in
January 1973

Monthly Bonus Value' Percent of Families

$29 or less 20%

$30-$59 43

$60-$99 25

$100 or more 9

Source: DHEW, SR'S, NCSS [23], p. 95.
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In.additiOn tojeceipt Of programs for which they are tategorically4llgible,
op public assistance failles may ieceive other in-kir4subsidies. Since inAind

income is usually.not-counted as income for purposes of income tests under post...
programs, the potential tor program overlap may 'be considerablo. In JanuarY

.J97.1, 13.6 percent of AFDC families wete in public housing andranother 5tper-
cent occupied their dwelling units rent-free. 22/ These percentages varied
SharRly across statei:, froM 5 percent in-publia housing in Wisconsin.to 23
percent in Tennessee and from 1 percelt'rent,-free in Wisconsin to 35 percent

Jo in Mississippi. SoUthern states often had the higherperCentages of AFDC
families living id public housing or rent-free units.

Since AFDC families include children, the sChool lunch/program can,Oe of
some inportance to them. It has been estimated that some 59 percent of AFDC
families have.one or mote 'children receiving free or reduced-price school
lunches. .40/ Besides health, food, and housing benefits, AFDC families are
also entitled to a rangeoof social servicesN One of the more important of
these to the family's current income situatton is vendor payments'for child
.care. In January 1973, some 19 percent of AFDC families received child care
Aristance. 41/

Data have recently become available qn the receipt of other program
benef4ts by food stamp recipientd, as reported in the USDA survey of food
stamp households (the Chilton survey). In November 1973, among food. stamp
hopseholds, 38 percent received school lunches, 12 percent lived in pubaic
housing, about 36 percent received at least the Hospital Insurance portion
of Medicare, and 60 percent received AFDC apd thus Medicaid. 12/

, As for Medicaid, in November 1973 some 72 percent of beneficiaries
also received public assistance. For fiscal year 1973, the avetage Medicaid
payment per AFDC family was $770. 13/ While accounting for some three-quirters
of beneficiaries, only 52 percent -Ea' Medicaid outlays went to public asaistance,
recipients. ly Per-person Medicaid outlays are likely to*be higher for non-
public asmist households since such hoUseholds.aten qualify for medical
.assistancepisely because of high medical expedaTtUres. For example, among
aged recipi ts of Medicaid in 1973, the average monthly vendor payment was $71

" for cash public assistance recipients but $278 for non-recipients. 12/ Some
states also pay private health insurance'or SMI premiums for persons eligible
for Medicaid.

A recent study of the-Subcommittee On Fiscal Policy 119] provides-the
first, and only, available information on multiple programs. These data for
1972 cannot be generalized to represent multiple program receipt for the
entire U.S. population nor even for all low-income areas. Nevertheless, for
the five cities and one rural area for which data were collected, the findings
are unique and interesting. 46/

The proportions of sample households with various in-kind transfers are
shown in'Table 16. Food stamps or commodities, school lunches, and Medicaid
were separately received by up to 27 percent of sample households in some
areas. The variance across areas in the'proportions receiving these pro-
grams is striking. Tbe several rural counties in the sample often had fewer
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Tab e 1 . percent of Rouseholds with Various Benefits

,Type.of
4enefit

Eastern
City

South
Atlantic
City

Southern .Midwestern
e City ,City

Western
City

Rural
Counties

Food Stamps or
commodities

School lunches

Housing

Medicaid

Medicare

/
/.

20

14

14

22

3

.24

27

23.

24

13

11

27

22

27
.ime.

9

''

10;
12

10

4

20

13

16

5

4

18

9

46

, 15

5

1

11,

12

'Source: Subcommittee On Fiscal Policy [19],oselections from Table '6, p. 29.

proportions participating. Variations, across areas partly refleCted differ-
ences in thftroPartionS of households receiving public hssistance: 13
percent in the ruial counties, 16-19 percent in the midwestern arid western
cities, and 31 percent rn the eastern and southern cities. 47/

Prograitoverlaps for samOle households attach stie7 are Shown in Table 17.
It should be noted that the numbers of in-kind programs considered in the study
are greater than the four-to which this paper has confined itself;'the exact
programs considered are listed in the footnotes to Table 17. Highlights of
the table are that:

Among households receiving public assistance, 58 to 79 percent
received food benefits, 70 to 95 percent received health benefits,
and zero.to 5 percent received housing benefits.

-- Among households receiving food benefits, 52 to 77 percent
received health benefits.and zero to 40,percent received hous-
ing benefits.

Among households receivin ;health benefits,37 67 percent
received food benefits an zero to 33 percent rece ved housing
benefits.

Among 'households ,receiving houSing benefits, zero to'73 perdent
received food benefits and ,zero to 82 percent received health
care.benefits.
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Table 17. Overlaps Among Pairs of Programs By Area

Percent of Total ftneficiary Households Also Receiving:

,:Program Woe
Public

Assistance
Food

rosrasi 1/
Health Care .

Prograss.2/
HOusing
Programs 3/

Eastern City
Public Assistance
Food
'Health Care
Sousing,

South Atlantic City

1001
71
85
59

.

631
100
67
49

701
63
100
59 /

I

271
26
.33

100

7-, Public Assistance 100 79 85 37

A:) Food 56 100 '.72 36 `
Health Care 49 58 : 100 32

Housing 42 56 .64 100
-.

Southern.City
Public Assistance 100 58 89 45

ro.od 69 100 77 40

Health Care 53 .. 39 100 30

'Housing 63 , 48 71 100

Midwestern City
Public Assistance 100 66 84 14

Food 57 100 63 14

Health Care 43 37 100 6

Housing. 55 64 64 ' 100

Western City
Public Assistance 100 59 76 15

67 , 100 73 15

Health:Care. 55 AS 100 11

BoUSS60.:

Rural Counties

82 73 82 , 100

.4Ublic Assistance 100 65 '... 95 0

Food 47 100 52 0

Health CMre 49 37 100 0

Housing 0 0 0
,

100

Source:. Sutcassittee On Fiscal Policy (19), selections and derivations .

frds Tables 34-39, pp. 77-82.

1/Includes food stmOsp, food distribution, and child nutrition.
pIncludes Medicare, Medicaid, public,hualth services, veterans medical care,

and 000 health and nutrition soryices.
IfinclItles public housing, rent sumlements, and intermit, subsidies for

hamowners (Soc. 235), and rental housing (Soc.. 236).'
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Overlaps differ greatly across these six areas. Clearly, however, multiple
benefits are sizable'for some households awki, in these specific geographic

'efreas, can be categorized as affecting a majority of. the households receiving
in-kind transfers.

IMPACTS ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF INOOME AND povERry
-

How and by how much in-kind,transfers alter the distribution of income
and poverty be simple questions,,but they do not lend themselves
to.qUick and simple swers. Total.transfers and total numbers of transfer
recipients are, of course, important determinants. 'But the pre-transfer in-
comes of recipients and the variation in individual transfer amounts across
recipiehts are also crucial. The preceding two sections.showea the numbers
of recipients and transfer amounts to vary sharply across households for
both single programs and bundles of programs.

Several recent studies have addressed the measurement of these income
and poverty impacts. The .first two asseas the income and anti.lo.overty
impacts of the food Stamp program. While they .do not reduce bonUawalues
to their cash income equivalents, they are notable in that they utilize actual
reported data on bonus'values received by households in conjunction with re-
ported cash incomes. TWo other studies analyze the four transfers emphasized'
throughout this paper: food stamps, Medicare, Medicaid, and public housing.
These studies do measure transfers in cash equivalent terms, bUt.must tely-on
estimates and simulations of program recipients and of amounta received. Re-
sults of these four studies ate discussed below.

The impact of food stamps on incomes and poverty status in 1974 is the
subject of the Coder [4] study. This study utilizes data on households
interviewed in both March 1975 and April 1975 for the Current Population
Survey (CPS) of the Bureau'of the Census. 48/ The March CPS contains house-
hold cash income informatiOn while the AprIT CPS food stamp Supplement --
funded by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare -- contains informa-
tion on the receipt of fbod stamps during 1974 and on bonus values. Thus
food stamp bonuses could be directly added into recipient indomes.

These data show total transfers (bonusf values) from food stamps in 1974
of $2.6 billion. 49/ Bonus values per per n among participants (numbering
17,078,000) averaTed $151 per year. Bonuse per faily averaged'$605 ($917
among families receiving food stamps in all 12 months). J2( Income changes
from the addition of bonus values, as shown in the Coder paper,. are repro-
duced in Table 18. Families and unrelated individuals were clearly pushed
higher up the income scale from the receipt of food stamp transfers.

Median income of all families in the population was increaied 'by $8 annually
'and mean income by $45: Among food stamp families average income rose by $605
or 10% and median income by 14 percent. '
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Table 18. All Families and Unrelated Individuals, and Families and Unrelated Individuals

Participating in the Food Stamp Program, in 1974,, By Total Mbney Inccre and Income

After Addition of Annual Pood Stamp Bonus Vali ,

Families
, Unrelated Individuals

Total Money Income Income After Bonus

Purchased Purchased

Food Food

Stamps ' Stalls

Total in 1974

55,712 3,923

100.0 100.0

1.2 1.3

0.5 1.2

0.61, 2.3

1.0 '', 4.1

1,4 5.8

1.7 7.7

1.9 9.0

4.3 15.9

4.7 13.3

4.5 8.6

4.6 6.2

4.7 5.1

4.7 43.7

10.3 '5.3

14.2 4,7

28.4 5.0

11.5 0.8

4 $12,844 $5,203

$14,547 $6,501

Imam Total in 1974

4,

Nunter...Thousands
,

55,712 3 923

Percent 100.0 100.0

4 Under $4,000 1.3 2,5
.to

$1,000 to $1,499 0.6 3.3

$1,560 to $1,999 0.7 4.7

$2,000 to $2,499 1.2 6.5

$2,500 to $2,999 1.5 8,0

$3,000 to $3,499 1.8 9.3

$3,500 to $3,999 1.8 7.8

$4,000 to $4,999 4.1 14.0

$5,000 to $5,999 4,4 10.1

$6,000 to $6,999' 4.4 7.3

$1,000 to $7,999 4.5 4.7

$8,000 to $8,999 4.6 4.2

$9,000 to $9,999 4.7 3.3

$10,000 tr111,999 10.2 4.6

$12,000 Bh $14,999 14.1 4.3

$15,000 to $24,999 28.3 4.7

$25,000 or more ... 14,01.5 0.8

t.7

Median kw $12,836 .$4,565

Mean inccie . $14,502 $5,896

- Represents zero.

TotTQeyIncone In= After Bonus

rchased TUrchised

Food Food

Stamps Stutz

Total in 1974 Total in 1974

13,939
r

954 13,939 954

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

4.0 7.4 3.8 4.1

, 3.7 10.1 3.6 8.9

8.0 34.6 7.0 20.1

8 25.2 10.6 36.9

8 9 7.9 9.2 12.0

p4.5 6.9 7.6 8.3

4.4 1.6 4.5 3.0

8.3 2.6 8.3 2.3

6.8 0.4 6.9 1.0

6.2 0.7 6.2 0.5

5.4 1.1 5.4 1.3

4.7 0.3 4.7 03

3.8 0.3 3.8 0.3

6.6 1.0 6.6 0.7

5.7 - 5.7 0.3

5.0 5.0 -

1.1 - 1.1

$4,430 $1,970 $4,433 $2,229

$069 $2,252 $6,184 $2,469

,J

.

I 'I

,

1/Numbers represent primary unrelated individuals living alone (onelerman'humeholds). Other households henle4.

by primary individuals were'excluded since no data were avail4to determine which perms in the household '

purchased food stamps.

UM: Order (411 Table 1.
4

1
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The oder study's estimates of the impact of food stamps on poverty are
dhOwn in Table 19. Among pre-foOd stamp poor tamilies and unrelated indi-
viduals purchasing food stames some time during 1974, some 1.5 million persons,
or lf percent, were-removed from poverty. The poverty reduction rate was
somewhat higher -- 21 percent -- among such persons who purchased food stamps
in all 12 months of 1974. The reduction in poverty across the entire poverty
'population, totaling 24.3 million perSons in 1974, was only 6.4 percent. If
persons who did not report receiving food stamps when, in fact, they did (the
undetreporters mentioned earlier) were removed from poV1rty at the same rate

"gas persons who did report food stamps, then the poverty reduction rate across
the entire population would have been about 8 percent.

ACoe et al. [5], utilizing the Michigan Longitudinal Survey, estimated that
\for 1971 15.7 percent of the school-aged children who were poor moved above the
-poverty line as a result of food stamp bonuses. 51/ This estimate is higher
than.Coderls, in part because children rather than all pergons ate:the subjects,
because cash incomeS were adjusted upWardfor the value of free hOpsing and
imputed rents for homeowners (less Federal.income taxes) prior to the addition
of food stamp bonuses, and because annual bonus values were overstated as a
result of imputation procedures.

: Were bonus values reduced to their cash income equivalents, the impact of
food stamps on poverty would be leSsened even further. How much further is not
clear. 52/ While estimates of the cash equivalent income from food stamps were
shown in.the second section to average around 85 percent of bonus values, they
.varied sharply by income leciel. Cash equivalents were higher for households
with higher incomes -- whose bonus values are smaller, but who are closer.to
the Poverty threSnold and lower for households with lower incomes -- whose
bonus values are larger, but whose cash incomes are further from the poverty
threshold.

Smolensky et al. 1131 estimated average cash eguiyalent income derived from
food stampsi public housing, Medicare, and Medicaid in 1970 by.income class.
Their calculations are shown in Table 20. Medicare and Medicaid had the
largest impacts on'average incomes. The four transfers together impacted
primarily on lower-income households, adding_from $120 to $352 annually to
average incomes ofothe various income classes with incomes below-$0000.. These
amounts represented.a 46 percent increase in cash income orthe lowest income
class.and around 16 percent,for those with incomes of $1000L2999.` tie figures
are aVerages for entire income classes and obscure wide differences among house-
hOldsAmany-will have much larger benefits and'some.will have none. The table
also shqys the four transfers valued at government cost. Average tansfers yalUed
.in thidrManner were fruch higher, particularly for the lowest inCom hobSeholds.
Valued at government cost, the percentage increase in income for te lowest in-
come cláss.was ovetstated.by some 40 percent..

Irrhis comprehensive study Of income and poverty, Smeeding [16] analyzed the
income and anti-poverty .impacts of food stamps, Medicate, Medicaid, and public
housing..53/ These in-kind transfers were4valued'in terms of approximations to
cash equivalents. Estimated impacts on inebme and IdVerty were sizable. House-
holds lige moved higher up the income scale, as can be seen in Table 21. Some
12.4 Arent of'households had personal incomes below $3000 before in-kind l

50
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Table 19. Famdlies and Persons With Income Below the Low Income Level in 1974
.Before and After Addition of Annuoi Food Stamp Bonus Values

'DOTAL

Total persons
Imfamilies
Unrelated Individuals 1/

Total famdlies

PURCHASED FOOD
STAMPS IN 1974

Total persons
In families
Unrelated Individuals 14'

Total families

Total persons
In Emnilies
Unrelated Individuals 1/

Total families

With InconeBe1ow the
Low Income Level.Before
Addition of Bonus

With-IncOme Below the
Low Income Level After
Addition of eonus

Number.
(thousands)

Percentage Number ..

(thousands)
Percentage

24,260 11.6 22,714 10.9
19,440 10.2 17,973 9.4
4,820 25.5 4,741 . 25.1

5,109 9.2 4,748 8.5

9,427 55.2 7,881 46.1
8,715 54.0 ** 7,148 45.0
712', 74.6'

. 633 66.3

52.6 1,703 43.4

5,863 70.6 4,643 55.9
5,412 69.8 4,260 54.9

451 82.2 .383 69.7

1,255 67.1 974 52.1 /

SOURCE: Coder [4], Table 3.

, 1/Under the "TOtal" heading includes all'unrelated individuals.
Under the "Purchased Food Stamps" heading refers to primary individuals
living alone.
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Table 20, In-Kind Transfers and Income, 1970: Smolensky Study

Av e Cash tvalent Income From:

Four I Ki as a Percentage

Transfers of Cash Income

at Average

Income it Food Public Government ,Cash Cash Government

Class

)

$0-$999 $ 9 2 $ 62 $ 47 $120 $222 $ 260 46% 85%

$1-$l99 g 30 N 123 110 273 433 1508 18 29

$2-$2999 50 11 138 153 352 453 2461 14 18

$3-$3999 53 11 117 , 114 295 357 3468 9 10

t%) $4 -$4999 45 10 104 133 292 343 4471 7 8 ,

$5-$5999 34 7 81 135 257 275 5445 5 5

$6-$6999 24 i 0 59 156 156 6452 2
"4.

$7-$7999 17 2 55 33, 107 107 7458 1

$819999 16 46 26 88 88 8920 1 1

$10-$14,999 3 35 24 62 62 12,120 1
1 61

$15-$24,999 37 11 48 48 18,410

63
$25 000+ -- 50 50 50 35,755

Source: Smolensky [17], selections and derivations from Table 3, p. 21, and Table 5, p. 35.



Table 21. Personal Income Distribution By Income Class, Preand Post
, Fbur in-Kind Transfers, 1972:. Smeeding Study

Percentage of Households

Upper Wund of
Incase 'brackets

Pre ImKind
Transfers

Post In-Kind
Transfers

$1,000 2.0% 1.3%
2,000 6.5 4.1 '

3,000 12.4 10.1
4,000 18.0 16.3
5,000 24.4 22.9
6,000 30.8 29.6
7,500 40.8 39.8

10,000 56.5 55.9
12,500 70.2 69.8
1,5,000 80.6 50.4
20,000 91.7 .91.6

Source: Smeeding (16), Table 9-2, p. 315.

tranfers, but only 10.1 percent had such incomes after receipt of these transfers.
The Gini coefficient was reduced from .3614 to .3522. 54/

Smeeding'silestimates of the anti-poverty impacts of the four transfers are
summarized in fable 22. The number of poor households was reduced by 2.8 million,
or 28 percent, in 1972. The poverty gap declined by $3.5billion, or 29 percent.

, and the mean poverty gap by $35. These data, as well as those of Smolensky, Cbe,
and Coder., point to a significant reduction in poverty if in-kind transfers,
valued at their cash equivalents, are included in household income.

Table 22. Changes in Poverty Cbunts and Gaps As A Result of Fbur
In-Kind Transfers, 1972: Smeeding Study

Absolute Change Percentage Change

Number of Poor
Ibuseholds -2.8 million - 28 percent

- 29 percent

Mean Poverty Gap - $35 - 3 percent

Poverty Gap - $3.5 billion

Source: Smeeding (16), Table 8-7, p. 291, and Table 8-8, p. 292.
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IMPACTS OF CERTAIN IN-KIND PROGRAMS ACROSS STATES

A

How in-kind income, and particularly in-kind transfers, affect states may be
of interest to policymakers for several reasons. Policymikers may want to evaluate
whether in-kind programs satisfy equity criteria in the light of differential
state-by-state impacts. In addition, any change in income definitions -- such as
the addition of in-kind income -- will affect state shares unoler grant-in-aid
formulas that allocate Federal funds based in part on state incomes. This -

latter concern, applied to the Title I programs, in fact led to the study of
the Measurement of Poverty of which this paper'is a part.

., That in-kind transfers do affect states differentially is clear. The primary
7reasons for differential impacts are also clear. They include: (a) differences,4
in in-kind transfer programs across states in terms of eligibility criteria and
benefits (AFDC, Medicaid, and public housing are prime examples); (b) differences
in participation among eligible households across states; and (c) different
economic and demographic makeup of state populations, such as numbers of low-
income and/or aged persons and pre-transfer income levels.

Precisely how low-income or poverty households are differentially affected
across states by the`receipt of in-kind transfers is, unfortunately, not known.
It is not even directly measurable at present. Such a measurement would require
information on income and transfers received, singly and in combination for
households on a state by state basis. These data do no e Comple ion of

_;Ohe state by state Survey of Income and Education (the 822a Survey)
will permit the investigation of the impacts of in-kind in across states.
.These investigations will not be available for several year- er the best of .
circumstances.

Since state by state impacts arising fiom in-kind transfers cannot be
measured directly at present, this section proOlides two types of analyses that
cast some light on the potential for differential impacts across states. First,
whatever data are available at the state level for the four in-kind transfers,
highlighted in this paper are presented. It is shown that numbers of recipients
and outlays vary sharply across states, in Absolute terms and as a percentage
of state populations. Limited evidence for one of these transfers -- namely,
food stamps -- shows that low-income populations are differentially affected-
across states. Estimated proportions of persons in poverty pre-transfer
that are removed from poverty after the receipt of food stamp bonuses vary
widely across states. Moreover, one could imagine that were multiple transfers
measurable at the household level, differential state impacts would be even
greater forbundles of programs than they appear to be for any single program.

Second, the share of program transfers going to each state for each in-kind
program was explained by a number of independent variablei. It was presumed that
the closer the relationship between the share of transfers and the state's share
of the U.S. poverty population, the less would be the differential impact across
states of adding in-kind transfer's into income. The closeness of this relationi
ship varied considerably acrOss programs.

66.
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IN-KIND TRANSFERS BY STATE

Food StaMps

Food stamps is a national program in Which.eligibility criteria and benefit
schedules are .constant across virtually all states. Precisely because eligibility

and benefit Atructures are congant, differing incomes across states will lead

to diffOring numbers of eligible households and to differing aVerage and.total

bonus values. States with lower household incomes will receive mote transfers 4

from the food stamp program, ceteris pribus, becauSe more households will be
eligible and because bonus varigg-E3 rec pient households will be higher.

' This expected differential impact aCross States may be moderated or heightened

by twa other factors. First is the categorical eligibility of public assistance
recipients (or ineligibility of SSI recipients in the five cash-out states).
Second,is the Variance in participation rates among eligible households across
states. Estimated participation rates in 1974 across states were found to vary
sharply-- from 12 percent in North tekota to 78 percent in the District of
Columbia. 55/ The states with the, five lowest estimated participation rates,
after Nortnakota, were Kansas, South Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, and Idaho.
Those with the five highest participation rates, after Washington, D. C., Were
California,,Illinois, Rhode ISland, New Jersey, and Michigan.

Participation and bonus values in May 1975 are shown for each state in

Table 23. For the U.S. as a whole (excluding territories and possessions),
18 million persons participated if the program and:bonus values totaled $385

million, providing an average $22 bonus or transfer to each recipient.
The table's highlightsere that:

-7 Participation (column 3) variedsharply acioss states, from
1,561,000 persons in California to 11,000 in Wyoming. The size
"of the state population was obviously the primary determinant
of these differences.'

-- Total transfers, or bonus values (column 5), showed 0 similat(A,

r though not identical, state by state pattern. California and
Wyoming again accounted for the highest and lowest transfers.

-- Some states, however, do change rankings when bonus values
are viewed'rather than participation. Perhaps the most dramatic
single example.is New York which accounted for 8 percent of
U.S. participants (column 4), but only 5 percent of U.S. bonus
value's (column 6). Generally, states with higher incomes will
receive a share of bonus values smaller than their share of
participanfs and lower income states a higher Share. Among Ap

groups of states, those in the Northeast and in the Southeast
showed the greatest shifts: Northeastern States had 28 percent
of partiCipants and 23 percent of bonuses while Southeastern
States had 23 percent of.participants but 26 percent of bonuses.

6 7
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Table 23. Food Stamps: Participation and BonuslValues by State,
May 1975

(1) (2) (3)

Participation Verson/ in 000)

(4)

.

Proportion
of

U.S. Total

(5)

Bonus Value
($ in millions)

(6)

Bonus Values
Proportion

of
U.S. TOW,

(7)

Bonum Value.
Per Reap.

($)

Region by Pubric Non-PUblic I/
State Aulatance Assistance Total

Connecticut 96 74 170 .01 3.1 .01 -. $18
Delaware.m. 17 14 30 .00 .6 .00 20

Wash., DX. 89 43 132, .01 2.8 .01 22

Maine 40 117 158 .01 3.4 .01 22

Maryland ' 184 92 275 .02 6.7 .02 24

Massachusetts 298 274 572 .03 10.3 .03 18

New Mampahir. 21 48 69 .00 1.5 .00 22

NOw Jereey 127 222 549 .03 12.0 .03 22
Mew York 1,154 262 1,416 .08 18.6 .05 13

Penniylvania 559 354 913 .05 16.2 .04 18
i, Rhode Leland 56 40 96 .01 1.6 .00 17-

Vermont. 21 28 49 .00 .9 .00 18

9lrginia 101 197 298 .02 6.2 .02 21

14040t VIrginia 112 138 250 .01 4.5 .01 48
'

mciagousr 3,075 1,903 4,979 .28 188.4 .23 $20
-

Alabama 96 304 400 .02 9(3 .02 23
Florida 168 599 768 .04 10.9 .05 27

Georgia 196 382 578 .03 13.0 .03 22

Kentucky 100 448 548 .03 13.2 .03 24
Mississippi 89 307 396 ..02 9.4 .02 24

'North Carolina 89 505 594 .03 13.3.. .03 22

South Carolina 47 365 432 .02 10.7, .03 25
Tennessee 102 335 437 .02 10.7 .03 25

tIOUTREABT 907 3,245 4,152 .23 100.5 -.26 $24

Illinois 806 208 1,014 .06 22.5 .06 22

Indiana 106 154 '259 .01 5,7 -.01 22

Iowa 60 60 111 .01 2.3 .01 .20

Kansas 38 26 64 .00 1.1 .00 18

Michigan SOO 105 706 :04 .11.5 .03 16

Minnesota 87 102 189 .01 3.7 .01 , 19

M1SMOUCI 159 158 316 .02 7.4 .02 23

Nebraska 22 35 57 .00 1.3 .00 22

Ohio 523 -426 949 05 N 23.2 .06 24
Wisconsin 91 75 166 .01 2.8 .01 17

M1DWESi 2,391 . 1,448 3,839 .21 81.6 .21 $21

Alaska . 4 12 16 .6- .6 .00 37

Arizona 38 137 175 .01 4.1 .01 23

California 1,054 507 1,561 .09 32.6 .08 21
Hawaii 53 30 83 .00 2.2 .01

Idaho 16 30 46 .00 1.1 .00

,27

24
Nevada 8 27 36 .00 1.0 .00 27
Oregon 91 124 215 .01 5.1 .01 24
wamhington 126 131 257 .01 6.0 .02 23

reSTERN 1,391 999 2,390 .13 52.7 .14 $22

Arkansas 61 214 275 .02 6.5 .02 24

Colorado 77 91 168 .01 4.2 Al 25
Louisiana 170 340 510 .03 12.2 .03 24

Montana 14 26 40 .00 1.0 .00 ,24

New Mesico 44 107 152 .01 3.7 .01 25
North Dakota 5 14 19 .00 .4 .00 20
Oklahoma 58 128 186 .01 3.4 .01 18
South Dakota 12 20 32 .00 .6 .00 20-

Taxi's 272 919 4,190, .07 28.2 .07 24
4maurr- 33 18 51 .00 1.0 .00 20
Wyoming 4 7 11 , .00 .1 .00 22

WEST-CENTRAL 750 1,884 . 2,634 .15 61. .16 $23

U.S. TOTAL 8,514 9,479 17,994 1.00 384.71 1.00 $22

Of . .

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Service, Food Stake
Program -- Statistical Summary of Operations, May 1975 preliminary report
(July 31, 1975), selections and derivations, p: 1.

1/Includes SSI recipients. 56
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redistribution from higher:income to lower income states
.is alSo illustrated by average bcnup values per recipient across.'
states.(column 7). Bonus values per recipient were generally higher
.in lower income states. 56/ In the. Southeast they Averaged $24

and in the Nqrtheast 82Sfrother regions had avera0 bonuses of
$21 t6 .$23. *New York:tad:th lowest bonus recipient,averaging

$13.
,

-- The shar,e of total food stap participants accountedfOf by public
assistance households (mit 4ncluding SSI recipients) vdtied widely
across states (columns 1. 2): ',In ,the Northeastern, Midwestern,

and Western regions publi etSistance houbeholds outnumbered
non-public.assistance houØeholds, accounting for 61 petcent of

recipients. Inthe West entral aplespecially the Southeastern .

tegions, non7public,assi tance housikaolds predominated, accounting ,

for 76 perdent of eiCip ents: Earlier sections of this paper have

shown that the probab. of multiple program redeipt is higher,
fOr public assistance holds, and thus, the above regional

numbers may indicate, n.a roughvey, the directions of the
.impect of multiple pr ram receipt across regions.

9.

ai peper has strested befOre that pre-food staMp in-
Impacts of food stamps ;1 poverty counts across states cannot be even hinted

t from the above.data. Th
comet in conjunction with bonus values must'be known for each household in order

to derive exact changes in elerty.resul*ang fromhfood stamps. These data do

.not,exist on a state'by sta:batis. Very rough estimates of these state by -.

state impacts were made for/the Study.of the Measurement of Poverty'by MacDonald
[8], The MacDonald estimates were baSed on 1970 state income distributions,
adjusted to 1974 levels, and estimates Of 1974 bonus values receive8 by various

income classes.

_fiecConald found 48 percent of poor pertons receiving food stamps to be
remoVed.troM poverty by the receipt,of food stamp bonuses (valUed at government

cost). Among all poor persOns, that is, among those receiving and.not receiving
food stamps, 16 pervnt were removed from poverty by food ttamp bo
Estimated state by'gtate'teductions in poverty, atthoOrn in Table Aried
rfrom 64.percent in the District of Columbia and 32 percent in New to

less than one percent in Kansas, New Hampshire, and-North Dakota. Th results
apparently reflect differences in food stamp participation by.poor households
across statet and in prefocd stamp income levels of poor households.' AMong
states with relatively low poverty reduction impacts from food stamps, the
Mountain West and Midwest States predominated.

:Mese U.S. and state by stat verty reduction ettimates are biased

upward by the methodologies utili in the estimates. Moreoverilthe relative
'impacts across:states-may also be subject to considerable er,ror.14 Utilizing
data fraW the August.1974 CPS.food stamp ,supplement, the perceneage reduction
in poor food stamp recipients as a result of toOd stamp bonuses was estimated
for 12 states for wirm food stamp sample households were fairly tizable. "These
CPS data yield only the roughest estimetes under a.set of simplified assumptions
and may themselvesbe subject to considerable error as to relative impacts across

A-
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Table 24.Estimated Peicentage Reduction In Persons In Poverty

As A-Re4uli' Of Food Stamp Tralisférs, BrState, 1974

State % Reduction State . % Reduction

Alabama 0.0 New Hampshire 0.3
Alaska 27.6 Mew Jersey 32.5

Arizona -.6.7 New Mexico 29.6
Arkansas 14.6- New YOrk' 14.7
CA4fofnia- 20.4 North Carolina
'Co&ofaidO 10,9 :North Dakota
C9nnecticut 24.5 Ohio , 31.4
.10g1aWilte 3.9 _Oklahoma 3.6

District of Columbia 64.2 Oregon -' 11 21.1

.Florida 1.9 Pennsylvania 18.0
Georgia 9.0 Rhode Island 26.1
Hawaii. 55.9 South Caiblina 26.0
Idaho : ,' 5.1 South Dakota 1.7
Illinois .,,.., 29.6 Tennessee 11.6
Indiana 6.1 Texas , 7 18.7
Iowa 5.6 Utah 3 7

Kansas 0.7 NOmont *- 24:0
Kentucky 26.5 Virginia 3.9

Wtlisiana 23.0 Washington 11..8

14aine 16.7 Vest Virginia 6.2

Maryland 31.1 Wisconsin ,. '2.6

Massachusetts 1.9 *oming .2.4

Michigan 25.0

Minnesota 7.7 ", U.S. Total 16.3
Mississippi 14.4
Missouri 8.0
Montana 6.6
Nebraska

,'::
2.0

Nevada &7

9OURCE: MacDonald [8], Table 7, pp..25 -26.

. \ ....e.:

state vertheless, the differ s betWeen the MacDonalt4 r.anciAhe,.

are st ng. :,The ranking.of the 1 states from greatest td.leastpe
reduction in pbverty;among food stamp,recipients ls shown in Uple,2
disparities are obvious. A definitiveanalysis of the stateby-state,
of foodgstamp bonus values ompovertycounts'must clearly await the C'
of the 822a Survey of:Income and,Education:

sr:

a
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Table 25. PerCentagelReduction In Poor Food Stamp Recipients After
fleceipt of Food Stamp Bonus Values: Rankinjtrom'Greatest

, to Least For

. August 1974 CPS
,Estimates

Selected States.

"'MacDonald Estimates

florida 6 8

Georgia 3 11

Illinois 11 2

Louisiana 12 4

.,Michigan 2 6

Missouri 8 10

New Jersey
New York

1

5
f

3

9

North Carolina 9 12

Ohio 7 1

Pennsylvania 4 7

TexaS, 10 5

Public HOusing
. ' I

LOw-rent publichousing is a local pfOgram with widely differing impactSi
across areas. Tbe availability of public housin4 units variei from Area to area
as do eligibility criteria and net tenant benefits.

.
Estimates of the number of households occupying low-rent public housing by

incame'class and by state are shown in Table 26 for June 1974. for the United
States as a whole, over one million households were occupying, such units-and an
estimated 77 percent of occupants had inComes below $5000 annually. Numbers of
tenant'bouseholds varied from 326 in Wyoming to over 114 thousahd in New York.

Xable 27 Shows tenant households as a percentage of all households in the
respective income classes and states. Proportions of low-incame households
benefiting from public housing varied sharply across States. Highlights of

Table 27 are that:

-- Occupants formed a very small proportion of all%households in.

the United States -- 1.6 percent,-- and a someWhat larger,
though still small,.proportion of households with incomes
below $5000 -- 4.4 percent.

The proportion of households that were public houSing occupants
varied across states, from 0.3 percent in Wyoming to 3.6 per-
cent in Alabama, and 4.0 percent in the District of'Columbia.

--Among households with inComes below $5000, the proportion
in, low-rent public housing varied from 0.6 percerit in"Wyoming
to 11.5 percent in the District of Columbia.

.7 1
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Table 26. Low-Bent Public.Housing Cccupants By.Incame C1aSs By State,
June 1971 1/

7 Annual Income Of:
,-- .

'''

Under. 61000- $2000- .$3000- $4000.1 $5000- $6000- Under
State $1000,, $1990 $2999 $3999 $4999 $5999. $6999 Total $5000

.1

Alabama 929 12,188 8,004 6,947 4,545 2,251 1,024 37,062 .32,613
Alaska 13 37 126 ' 160 115 63 104 1,026 438
Arizona 17 '1,814 1,586 927 480 265 149 5,366 4,824
Arkansas 123 4,287 2,455 2,015 1,330 707 240 11,419 10,210
California 188 2,550 19,103t 12,618 .9,714 6,416 4,388 60,878 44,173
Colorado 14 1,343 1.5191 995 571 416 # 352 5,706 4,442
Connecticut "84 2,444 3f485 2,995 .2,165 1,584 1,353 2.6,268 11,173
Delaware ' 12 591 712 309 185 282 167 1,410 1,809
District of Coluabra 61 2,490 2,566 1,899 1,059 732. 609 10,613 8,075
Florida 690 9,576 1,388 4,889 3,920 2,619 1,406 32,051 26,463,
Georgia 940 14.539 11,951 6,930 *;5,112 3,591 1,637 47,344 39,472
Hawaii 7 494 927 781 613 485 449 4,830 2,822
Idaho 6 352 366 129 '51 20 9 938 904
Illinois 327 13,750 lf,282 10,984 7,171 5,025 3,820 67,893 49,514
Indiana
lows

339 3,270
20 1,093

3,675 1,775
1,009 . 474

1,234
218

954,

121.
'. 849 13,881

101 3,157
10,293
2,814

Kansas 38 1,456 1,666 991 693 384 252 5;893 4,844
Kentucky 216 6.049 $,076. 3,293 2,278 1,459 819 20,278 16,912
Louisiana 1,654 8,624 6,780 4,856 2,588 1,104 530 26,589 24;502

-t-Maine 9 334 741 540 333 324 219 2.780 1.977
Maryland 64 4,151 4,975 2,695 1,311 1,265 1,214 17,775 13,196
Massachusetts 93 2,739 12,271 6,152 4,617 2,745 1,885 33,526 25,872
Michigan 145 5,632 6,539 3,887 2,126 1,508 '991 23,219 18,329
Minnesota 132 5,316 6,331 2,818 1,339 652' 385 17,451 15,436 ,

Mississippi 658 2,763 2,046 1,766 1,408 656 346 10,057 8,641
Missouri 662 3,869 4,232 2,128 1,615 1,379 932 16,526 12,506
Montana 279 520 311 197 131 ,,,, 74 1,602 1.307
Nab:88ica 70 3,105 2,611 1,314 511 270 176 8,253. 7,611
Neva& 13 488 900 463 362 460 393 3,371 2,226
:New Hampshire 11 499 860 481 565 499 324 3,774 2,616
New Jersey 180 4,556 7,984 9,051 5,254 4,683 3,795 43,406 27,025
New Mexico 55 1,140 1,270. 795 648 252 135 4,425 3,908
NewYork 395 14,029 28,765 19,267 14,632 11,140 -8,376 114,165 77,000
North Carolina 733 6,189 6,014 3,494 3,728 3,073 1,876 28,407 20,158 '

North Dakota 0 462 937 458 292 170 122 2,616 2,149
Ohio -wiL 239 15,940 12,755 5,844 3,497 2,697 2,057 46;311 38,275
Oklahoma 1 37 4,119 '3,060 1,964 886 320 91 10,649 10,066

24 1,820 2,887 1,518 854 519 259 8,172 7,103
Rennsihrania 266 11,550 14,638 13,063 9,217 5,102 3,957 66,032 48,734
Rhode Is1and

.
35 1,929 2,425 1,274 925 685. 564 8,498 6,586

South Carolina 847 2,793 1,828 1,344 1,415 716 391 9,674 8,227
South Dakota 15 665 702 463 180 . 112 45 2,234 2,025
Tennessee 1,046' 13,947 6,675 4,274 3,622 2,226 1,114 34,218 29,564
Texas 726 20,561 11,731 7,153. 4,469 . 2,356 1,010 49,021 44,640
Utah na na na na na na na na na

. .Vermont 9 146 333 231 194 144 95 1,246 904
Virginia 232 3,074 3,960 3,720' 1,934 1,594 1,028 16,816 12,920
Washington 58 3,456 5,460 3,664 1,803 937 513 16,716 14,461
West Virginia 101 1,488 1,320 70f 514 249 126 4,655 4,124
Wisconsin 42 2,037 3,522 1,665 793 458 382 10,019 8,059
wycming . 0 25 90 50 30 45 40 326 195

.

U. S. Total 10,394 249,467 259,862 166,312 114,339 72,7.61 51,972 1,039,447 800,374

SOURCE: Unpubliahed data from HUD.

1/ HUD data show indocile distributions of those households re-examined for continued
occupancy during September 1972 - October 1973. It wai assumed that these income
distributions were valid for all households occupying low-rent public housing in June 1974.
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Table 27. Peicentage of Households Cccupying Low-Rent public
Housing By Income.Clasday State, June 1974

.6

IP

State

Irma

asks
Arizona
Arkansas ,

California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampilire
New Jersey
New Mexico
Nei,/ York

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio .

Oklahoma

Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Sisconsin
gyaming

\

U.S. Total

Under
$1000

$1000-
$1999

$2000-
$2999

$3000-
$3999

$4000-
$4999

55000-
$5999

$6000-
$6999 Total

Un4or
$5000

-

1.1 11.6 10.1 . 9.1 6:4 3.1 1.4 3.6 7.8

0 1.4 4.8 5.7 3.7 1.6 2.6 1.3 3.1

0.1 5.3 4.9 2.9 1.5 0.8 0.4 1.0 3.1

0.2 5.4 4.1 3.7 2.7 1.5 0.5 1.8 3.5

0.1 0.7 4.8 3.6 2.9 1.8 1.2 0.9 2.6

0.1 2.9 3.9 2.5 1.4 1.0 0.8 0.8 2.3

0.3 6.5 10.2 8.6 6.1 3.9' 3.0 1.7 6.5

0.2 7.3 10.0 3.5 2.4 3.0 1.7 1.5 4.8

0.4 19.7 20.0 13.7 6.6 4.1 , 3.1 4.0 11.5

0.5 5.6 4.4 2.9 2.4 1.6 0.9 1.4 3.3

1.0 13.2 13.7 7.8 5.7 3.8 2.0 3.4 8.4

0.1 6.7 13.1 10.0 7.1 4.4 3.8 2.4 7.4

:0.1 2.1 2.4 0.9 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.4 1.3

0.2 7.0 10.3 6.9 4.6 2.9 2.1 1.9 6.0

0.5 3.4 4.5 2.2 1.5 1.1 0.9 0.9 2.6

0.1 1.6 1.6 0.8 0.4 ' 0.2 0.2 0.4 1.0

0.1 2.6 3.5 2.1 1.5 0.8 O.'S 0.8 2.1

0.3 6.0 6.4 4.5 3.5 2.1 1.2 2.1 4.3

2.0 7.6, 8.3 6.4 3.8 1.6 0.8 2.5 5.8

0.1 1.6 3.6 2.7 1.6 1.3 0.9 0.9 2.1

0.2 7.9 10.6 5.6 2.5 2.2 1.9 1.5 5.5

0.2 3.0' 13.5 7.5 5.6 2.9 2.0 1.9 6.3

0.1 3.9 5.3 3.4 1.9 1.3 0.8 0.9 ', 301

0.3 6.9 9.1 4.3 2.2 1.0 0.6 1.6 5.0

0.9 3.5 3.6 3.3 3.0 1.4 0.8 1.6 2.8

0.8 2.9 4.0 2.2 1.8 1.5 1.0 1.1 2.5

0 1.6 3.3 2.2 1.4 0.9 0.5 0.7 1.9

.0.3 8.5 7.7 4.2P 1.7 0.8 0.5 1.7 4.9

0.2 6.7 12.6 5.9 4.6 4.9 4.0 2.1 6.2

0.1 3.7 7.5 5.9 4.5 3.5 2.2 1.7 4.6

0.2 4.7 8.7 9.8 5.5 4.4 3.4 2.0 6.0

0.3 5.0 6.5 3.9 3.3 1.2 0.6 1.5 '3.8

0.2 4.3 9.4 6.5 5.0 3.4- 2.4 1.9 5.2

0.7 ,.5.3 6.1 3.3 3.4 2.6 1.7 1.9 3.8

0 3.4 6.9 3.2 2.1 1.2 0.9 1.4 3.4

0.2 8.0 7.8 3.8 2.3 1.7 1.1 1.4 4.8

0.1 4.5 4.2 3.1 1.5 0.5 0.2 1.2 3.0

0.1 3.8 6.4 3.7 2.2 1.3 0.6 1.2 3.5

0.2 5.1 7.4 6.6 448 2.3 1.6 1.8 5.0

0.2 10.4 15.5 8.5 6.0 3.9 3.1 2.9 8.4

1.4 4.9 3.9 2.6 2.7 1.3 0.7 1.3 3.1

01 3.6 4.1 2.9 1.2 0.7 0.3 1.1 2.6

1.2 12.5 7.8 4.8 4.1 2.5 1.3 2.8 6.4

0.4 7.6 5.1 3.1 2.0 1.0 0.4 1.4 3.9

na na na na na na na na na

0 1.6 4.0 3.0 2.5 1.6 1.0 0.9 .2.4

0.3 3.8 5.3 4.6 2.3 1.7 1.1 1.2 3.3

0.1 4.8 8.7 6.4 3.3 1.7 0.8 1.5 5.0

0.2 2.7 3.1 1.6 1.4 0.7 0.3 0.8 1.9

0.1 2.5 4.6 2.3 1.2 0.7 0.5 0.8 2.3

0 0.4 1.3 0.8 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.6

0.3 5.9 7.0 4.6 3.3 1.9 1.3 1.6 4.4

SOURCE: See Table 26. Population information used to calculatig percentages is 011,11: U.S.

Bureau of the Census, Census of ihe Population, Detailed CharactatistiCs, Final
Peport PC(1) -D1 -52, Washington, D.C.
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Othes be*41300/.. 4fiekOPO:tion in fg..-

.

1:
e, e

-'.-- inqng ..pq holds t
low-re" publc ,ho §,..yaried from quojit I .percpnt:j. Wyatt* 'to

,aroun 18 .çrei4 i .the'DisPrict of t,014nbia:' For Rfi Island
apd ArklansalS, .."gfaxes-With. tikihignes tOportfons-mk- occupants

tn.-Am:Case loiV$3000 afte .C:, i2 peFgent Of hoodeholds
ewareih ',public 'Housing. ... . .

'Medicaid
, ;

y

, .

Eligibiiity:for, and benefits from, mea gid.vary Widely across. states. Many
of these differenCesicrogs:gtatea have been mentidned in, earlier. sections. Most .

important are differences in eligible households, which reflect primarily:
(a) whether statsp have a program for the mediCally needT 25 states and the
District of Colabia have such programs; (b) the size of%the AFDC, and tp.a lesser
degree, the SSI recipient population which iS categorically eligible for Medicaid;
and (c) income limits for AFDC which are used in Medicaid income tests and the
size, of the low-income population. Average benefits paid to eligibles also differ
since the scope of services provided under Medicaid varies across gtates. 57/
Moreover, utilization of health care services will differ with "dencgraphic7har-
acteristics of eligibles and with varying access to health care. Health care costs
will differ as well. The interaction of these many factors will influence how
Medicaid varies across states.

Various data on Outlays and recipients for fiscal year 1973' are sown in
Table 28 for each state. Highlights of the table are that:

-- The size of thecrecipient population (column 1) varied from 3,009,000
in California to6,000 in Alaska. Arizona had no Medicaid'program.
Tbtal recipients, df course, reflected total state.popUlations.

-- The ratio of recipientsto population, however, did vary fairly
widely acrogs states, from..19 in the District of Columbia Vb .02
in Alaska (column 3). All states with above-average ratios had
medically needy programs (column 10) except for Mississippi.

-7 Outlays (column 4) varied from $2.3 billion in New York to $3 million
in Alaska. New York accotnted for 26 percent -- and New York, Cali-
fornia, and Illinois accounted'for 44 percent' - of all Medicaid outlays
(column 5). Outlays, of course, reflected.numbers pf recipients, but
the relationship was far from proportional.

'

----Outlays pet-recipient (column 6) varied sharply from $811 in
New York to $185 in West Virginia.

-- States with Medically needy programs in general had lower propor-
tions of Medicaid recipients.who also received cash public assistance
(column 7). These proportion§ varied from 100 percent in Alaska
to 62 percent. in Massachusetts. Public assistance recipients
accounted for somewhat lower proportions of Medicaid'outlays
4column 8) in Massachusetts some37 percent.
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Table 28. Medicaid Recipients and Outlays, By s'tate,
Fiscal Year 1973

'State

(1)

ipients
(Persons
in 000)

I
Alabama 259

Alaska 3/ 6-,Atizona-4/
Arkansas 109

California 3,009

Colorado 152

Ccmnecticut 178

Delraare . 48

District of Columbia 140

Florida 311

Georgia 445

Hawaii 80

Idaho 34

Illinois 1,226

Indiana 224

Iowa 124

Kansas 148

Kentucky 341

Louisiana 253

Maine 89.

Maryland 415

Massachusetts 728

Michigan 749

Ainnesota 241

Mississippi 254

Missouri 323

Montana 36

Nebraska 69

Nevada 21

New Hampshire 41

New Jersey 533

New Mexico 65

New York 2,786

North Carolina 293

North Dakota/1g"
Ohio Is

28

. .
578

Oklahoma 4 224

Oregon 131

Pennsylvania 1,281

(2) (3) (4) (5)

Percentage' .
Percentage

of Recipients/ Outlays ($ of

U.S. Total Population 1/ in millions) U.S. Total

1.3 .07 so 0.9

*
4 .02 3 *

---. , - - .

0.6 .06 46 0.5

15.1 - .15 ,' 1,088 12.6

0.8 .07 74 0.9

0.9 .06 119 1.4

0.2 .08 I 11 0.1

0.7 .19 63; '. 0.7

1:5 .0 98 1.1

2.2 .09 177 2'.0

0.4 .10 31 0.4

0.2 .04 16 0.2

6.1 .11 480 5.6

1.1 : .04 126 1.5

1.7

.04

.10 14
-
0.9

37 0.4

0.7 .07 74 .0.9

1.3 .07 * 81 0.9

0.4 ,09 43 0.5

2.1 .10 171 2.0.

3.6 .13 380 4.4

3.7 .08 427 4.9

1.2 .06 182 2.1

.1.3 -.11 56 0:6

1.6 .07 68 0.8

0.2 " .05 17 ,0.2

0.3 .05 41 0.5

0.1 .04 12 0.1

0.2 .05 11 0.1

2.7 .07 249 2.9

0.3 .06 20 0.2

13.9 .15 2,261 26.2

1.5 ..06 108 1.3

0.1 .04 15 0.2

2.9 .05 221 2.6

1.1 .09 115 1.3

0.7 .06 32 0.4

6.4 .11 406 2 4.7

South Carolina
Rhode Island 08 0.5 .11 .,. 58 -% 0.7

165, 0.8' 1.06 45 0.5

South Dakota 't V_
, 0.1 .04 15 0.2

Tennessee 217 1.1 .05 69 0.81

as 672 3.4 .06 l' 336 3.9

U 60 0.3 .05 25 0.3

Ve nt. 43 0.2 .09 24 0.3

Vir Lnia 278 1.4 .06 107 1.2

Wash'ngton 292 jot, 1.5 .08 139 1.6

west Virginia 141 47 0.7 .08 26 0.3.4

wisc in ' 305t 1.5 .07 184 2.1°

wycm . 9. * .03 4 *

Puert Rico 1,689'" 8.4 na 95 1.1

gin Islands 21 1).1 na 2 *

U(S. T. al 19,999 100.0 .10 8,640 100.0

2\w-Lkess .05 percent
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Table 28. Continued

Statil

(6)

Outlays per
Recipient ($)

(7) (8)

Public Assist. Recipienta--% Of:

q"% (9)

Vendor Pmt
Per AFDC 3/
Family 0)

(10)
Medically
Needy
ProgramTOtal Recipients total Outlays

.
Alabama 308 96 73 393
Alaska 3/ -571 100 100 na
Arizona-4/ --- --- ---
Arkansas
California

417
362

91
85 1

56

69

244
877

Colorado 487 77 88 497
Connecticut 668 76 46 760 X
Delaware 233 94 72 535

, District of COlumbia 450 66 61 812 X
Flortda . 314 93 58 395
Georgia 399 95 74. 532
Hawaii 382 88 60 794 X
Idaho 469 89 62 787
Illinois 392 85 65 1,054 X
Indiana 561 92 61 795
Iowa 298 , 91 69 751
Kansas -', 496 78 77 813 X
Kentucky 4116 65 63 467 X
Louisiana 920 95 1 68 278
Maine, - 487 94 78 444
Maryland 412 68 60 956 X
Maasachusetes 523 62 37 800 X
Michigan 570 82 58 811 X
Minnesota 755 73 53 997
MississipPi 219 84 75 168
Missouri 211 86 74 385
Montsna 473 83 52 ,756 X (W
Nebraska 596 78 53 731 X
Nevada 544 89 55

(
845

New Hampshire 283 79 72 630 X
New Jersey 467 87 60 891
New Mexico 309 96 84 487
New York 811 70 38 1,403 X.

North Caroline 368 76 60 524 X
North Ditota 536 .- '81 49 835 X
Ohio 383 95 93 622
Oklahoma 512 82 64 523 X
Oregon 241 75 65 477

Pennsylvania 317 66 41 603 X
Rhode Island, 535 66 48 896 X
South Carolina 274 95 64 355
South Dakota. 544 82 48 522
Tennessee 318 96 73 336
Texas 500 92 67 772
Utah 416 70 77 624 X
Vermont 562 69 42 690 X
virginia 384 \ 72 56 619 X
Washington 476 77 59 618 X
west Virginia 185 95 97 955 x .
Wisconsin 605 67 42 1,038 X
Waning 426 97 83 438
Puerto Rico 56 11 12 170
Virgin Islands 75 v 10 11 146

U.S. Total- 432 74 55 770

" Less than .05 percent.

Source: Unless noted, data are from: MEW, SRS, National.Center for Social Statistici,
Numbers of Recipients and Amounts of Payments Under Medicaid, 1973, Advance Copy.,

p-
August 1975, Table 1.

1/ Population data are from: Bureau of Census, Current Population Reports, Estimates of
the Population of Counties, July 1, 1971 and 1'972, Series P-25, No. 517, May 1974 and
Estimates of the Population of States With Components of Change, 1970 to 1973, Series
P-25, No. 520, July1974.

2/ Subcommittee On Fiscal Policy 1201, Table 16, p. 30.
i/ Alaska entered the program in September, 1972.
_/ Arizona entered the program in 1975.
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-- Vendor payments per AFDC family during fiscal year-1973 (column 9)
varied from $1403 in New York to 168 in Mississip0i.

. Whichever of_these measures one uses, the differential impacts of Medicaid
across states are considerable. Medicaid incidence and outlays-per recipient
show wide variations.. Differential impacts on poverty across states are unkrAm
and indeed are not currehtly measurable. ,

Medicare

Medicare is a Federal program for the aged and disabled eligible for Social
Security or Railroad Retirement benefil. As such, enr011ees will depend.largely
on the numbers qf aged, and to a lesser degree the disableç, within each dtate.
Outlays across states will be influenced primarily by n rs of enrollees, b4
will also reflect differences in utilization of health ervices and in medical

-dcosts.

Data on Medicare enrollees and reimbursements in 1972 are shown in Table 29
for each state.. Highlights of 'these data are that:

-- Enrollees (column 1). varied from 1,989'000 in New)York tcy.7,000
in Alask Enrollees as'a percent of each state's population
(col varied from 15 percent.in Floridá'to 2 percent .in Alaska,
pres reflecting differences in aged persons relative to total
populations across states.

Total reimbursements (column 4) vaOted froM .$1 billion in NeW York
to $3 million in Alaska: New York and California accounted for
24 percent of total Medicare reimbursements (column 5).

-- Net outlays per enrollee (c
to $179 in South Carolina.
ferences in thp percenta
(column 7) 4140 vari rom
in Mississi

umn ) va from $473 in Massachusetts
To some e ent this reflects dif -

enrollees receiving reimbursements
53 percent in California to 32 percent

In Additio
acroS-S\sta
showed tdd
Alaska to 69
Wyoming.

<rer, It reflected varying costs of medical care
Ah index of hospital care costs for 1972 (column 8)

ariationsfrom 138 percent of the U.S. average in
percent' in Mississippi, South Dakota,' West Vivinia, and

DeTERMINATION OF THE STATE SHARE DF IN-KIND TRANSFERS

...

It is clear.from the precedi discussion that the distribution of govern*nt-
provided in-kind transfers varies greatly'across states. Yet, to the xtent the

;distribution of transfers can be explained by the po_distribution of the verty pu-
lation acr9ss states, impacts on state poverty counts from includihg in

4
kind

, transfers-41n income might be minimal. 59/ In this.section, regression results
bearing on the state distribltion of transfers are presented.

.
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Table 29. .MedicaFe Enrollees and ReiMbursements, By State, 1972

. State

(1)

Enrollees
(Persons
in 000)

4

Pi
of U.S.
Total

(3) (4)

J
t Reimburse-

Enrollees/ ments ($ in
Population 1/ millions)

(5)

Percent
of U.S.
Total

Alabama 374 1.7 .10 94 1.2

Alaska 7 .02 3 .

Arizona 181 0.9 .09 70 0.9

Arkansas 252 1.2 .13 67 0.8

California ;,ass 9.0 .09 951 11.9

Colorado 199 1.0 .08 74 0.9

Connecticut "SOO 1.4 .10 135 1.7

Delewere. 47 0.2 AA. 17 0.2

D.C. 69 0.3 .09 30 ; 0.4

Florida 1,064 5.1 .15 419 5.2

Georgia 391 1.9 .08 111 1.4

Hawaii 50 0.2 .06 15 0.2'

Idaho 73 0.4 .10 23 0.3

Illinois 1,120 5.3 .10 435 5.4

Indiana 508 2.4 .10 '162 2.0

Iowa 360 1.7 .12 115. 1.4

Kansas 276 1.3 .12 94 1.2

Kentucky

350

.11 93 1.2

Louisiana 322 4100E. .09 91 -1.1

1124 0.6 .12 42 '0.5.Maine
Maryland 311 1.5 .08 1.5

Massachusetts 646 3.1 .11 336 4.2

Michigan 5 788 3.8 .09 349 4.4

Minnesota 425 2.0 .11 170 2.1

Mississippi 239 1.1 .11 65 0.8

Missouri 577 . 2.8 .12 189 2.4

Montana 72 0.3 .10 24 0.3

Nebraska 188 0.9 .12 59 0.7

Nevada 36 0.2 .07 16 0.2

New Hampshire 86 0 4
,

.11 28 0.4

.New Jersey 719 3.4 .10 279 3.5

New Mexico 81 0.4 .cle . 25 0.3

Now York 1,989 9.5 .11 1,01111 12.6

North Carolina 445 2.1 .09 125 1.6

North Dakota 71 0.3 .11 .25 0.3

Ohio 1,026 4.9 .10 360 4.5

Oklahoma 313 1.5 .12 99 1.2

Oregon 239 1.1 .11 --1 76 1.0

Pennsylvania 1,311 6.3 .11 458 5.7

Rhode Island 108 0.5 .11 50 0.6

South Carolina 207 1.0 .08 47 0.6

South Dakota 83 0.4 .12 26 0.3

Tennessee 406 1.9 .10 110
/ 1.4

Texas 1,055 5.0 .09 394 4.9

Utah 82 0.4 .07 24 0.3

Vermont 51 0.2 .11 20 0.3

Virginia 387 1.8 4 .08 111 1.4

Washington 339 1.6 .10 116 1.5

West Virginia 205 1.0 .12 54 0.7

Wisconsin 491 2.3 .11 180 2.3

Wyoming 32 0.2 .09 9 0.1

-

U.S. Ibtal 20,947 5/ 100.0 .10 7,991 100.0

(6)

Net
Outlays
Per
Enrollee
($) 2/

222
346
336
220
457

SI
319.

396
346
236

21
.ilik:

272
273
293
219
236
287
43

73

11_496

54
'223

280
283
267
385
280
341
261
458
233
310
304
270
271,,

302w
416
180
261
223
327

)),239
341
239
296
214
320
242

334

(/)

Percent of
Enrollees
Receiving
Reimburse-
monis 3/

(8)

Hospital
Cost
Index 4/

34 79

38 138
45 116
35 .70

53 137
48 99

40 126
39 107
39 135
45 94
40 86
42 97
44 83

36 we"
36 86

cll 77

79

37 75
37 98
35 85
37 116

% 40 1311

42 10,
40 87

32 69

40 85
.43 73

36 81
45 114
40 84

43 94
38 98
44 125

33 76
44 78
38 96
44 84

b 42 100
39 92
47 117

,35 71

37 69

36 79

45 86

37 95
45 91
34 80
46 111

34 69

36 88
40 69

41 100

Less than .05
Source: DREW, Social Security Administration, Office of Research and Statistics.

Medicare 1972 (Section 1.1 Reimbursement By State and County), 1975. .

w 1/ Populari=--r-aor states fron: U.S. Bureau of Census, Current Population Reports, Population
Estimates and Projections. Estimates of the Population of Counties/ July.1/ 1971 and 1972,
Series P-25, No. 511, May 1974. U.S. total' from: U.S. Bureau of Census, Current Population
Reports, Populaion Estimates and Projections. Estimates of the Population.of States With
Components ol Change/ 1970 to 1973, Series P-25, No. 520, July 1974.

2/ ReE outlays per.enrollee As the amount reimbursed divided by the number of enrollees.
Reimbursement increased by the administrative costs per enrollee (as shown in Subcommittee

On Fiscal PoliSt° ), p. 205 and diminished by the premiums per enrollee of the Supplementary
Medical Insur rogram. Administrative costs less premiums totaled - 547.00 per enrollee.

3/ This number is derived from Medicare 1969 and is the number for 1969 program operations. Data

for 1972 are not available.
4/ The hospital cost index is computed from data on expenses per adjusted patient day from, DREW,.

Social Security Administration, Office of Reeearch and Statistics, Medical Care Expenditures,

Prices and Costs: Background Book, September 1973, p. 47.' .

.

5/ 'Includes 14,000 enrollees for whom residence is unknown. .

C16 o
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In these regressions, the share of the poverty population,in a state was-
foind to be the single most important explanatory variable of a state's share.of

in-kind transfers for the food stamp, low-7rent public housing4Ind Medicaid

programs. 60/ Estimation-results are shown in Tables 30 through-32: For

food stamps, the equation accounted for 91 percent of the variance in state

shares of transfers .(bonus values). The state Share of the U.S. poyerty
population explained most of the distribution of food stamp transfers across
states (beta coefficient = :95). The coefficient relating the two variables was,

1.01; thus a one percentage point rise in the poverty population sha was associ-

atekwith a slightly more than one percent rise in the share of f ..1 stamp

transfers. The average bonus value per recipient and the estimat- participation

rate among eligibles across states were also significantly and positively asso-

ciated with the state share of transfers.

The number of low-rent public housing uniW61/ across states was signifi-

cantly and positively related to the number of fEtilies in poverty.. A rise of

100 poor families across states was associatedjwith an increase of 3-4 public

housing units. About 25 percent of the variance in the number of public housing
units across states was not explained by the estimated equation.

The state share of Medicaid transfers was si4nificantly related tro several

variables,.including tbe state share of U.S. public assistance recipients, the
existence of a medically needy program and estimated potential eligibles for such

a program, and the number of health care professionals relative to the state

population. A state's share of the poverty population was not utilized in the

equation in order that a state's Share of_public assistance recipients.couldt,,
be entered. The public assistance share was preferred on theoretical grounds
(PA recipients are categorically eligible for Medicaid regardless of income) and

performed better. Nevertheless, the two variables were closely related. A rise

of one percentage point in the state-Share of public assistance recipients was
associated with a .7 percentage poin.t rise in the share of Medicaid transfers.,

To summarize, the distribution of the three dn=kind transfers across states
analyzed here is related most importantly to the disft\ibution of the poverty

, population ss states. The differential imeact on statnNof adding these

in-kind tran rs to income is thus probably less than would occur if the trans-

fers were unrelated to state poverty levels.
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Table 30. Determdnants of the State Share of Food Stamp Transfers

FSHAROUT = -2.044 + 1.009 SHARPOV*** + 0.727 BVPEREC*** + 0.011 PARTRATE*
(0.046) (0.024) (0.005)

2

R = 0.912

Where: -

SE = 0.6043

FSHAROOT is the share of the total U.S. program transfers or bonus
values in each state for FY 1975.

SHARPDV is each state's share of the U.S. poverty population in
1969 (1970 Census data).

BVPEREC is the average bonus value per recipient in each state in
June, 1975.

,PABTRATE is the estimated participation rate among eligibles in
the foiod.stamp program in each.state for 1974. (Estimated by
BiCkel and MacDonald, Participation Rates in the Food Stamp
Program: Erhated Levels, by State, January 1975.)

Significance Levels: **= .01,i*** = .005

.Table 31. betenminants'of Numbers of Lbw-41ent Public
Housing Units Across'States

NUMLRPH = -1065.607 + 0.038 PDVPOP*** + 0.95#POPDENS
(0.003) (0.940)

.rt = 0.749
,

r

Where:

SE = 11429:507

NUMIRTH is the number of low-rent public hoUsing unifs in'each
state in Fy 1974.

1(1

PDVPOP is the poverty population in each state in 1969 (as
measured by the 1970 Census).

PDPDENS is the population dehSity (persons per square mile) for,
each state in 1970.

Significance Levels: * = .05, ** = .01, *** = .005
ft
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Table 32. Determdnants of the State Share of Medicaid Transfers 1/

MDSBROUT = -2.515 + 0.697 SHARPA*** +.0.304 ACTMOND*** + 0.005 HOSPCSTI
(0.047) (0.060) (0.005)

2
= .958 SE = 0.4379

4,11,0' Where:

+ 0.730 HEALTHCR** + 0.006 PERIM
(0.228) (0.006)

MDSHROUT is eath state's share of total.Redicaid transfers for
FY 1973.

SHARpA isthe share of total public assistance recipientS residing
in each state in June, 1973.. Public assistance includes . /
recipients of Aid to the Blind, Aid to the Permanently and
Totally Disabled, Aid to Families with Dependent Childien and

Old Age Assistance.

.PERURB.is the percentage of each state's population living in urban
areas in 1970.

HEALTHCR is
health care

HDSPCSTI is
hospital in

the percentage of eacti state's population employed. as
professionals or related personnel -in 1970.

an indeI, of the cost of a patient day in a commanity
each serfite in 1971. -

ACTMEND identifies states with a medically needy programHin FY 1973.
It has a zero value for states with no program and for those
with a medically needy,program it is the state share of the
U.S. population with incomes between the poverty threshold
and 150 percent of the threshold in,1969.

Significance Levels: * = .05" ** = .01, *** = .005

1/ The regression shown here does_not illude New York which aCcounted for
26 percent of Medicaid outlays'in Fr1973. When New York was included,
the regreSsion coefficients were considerably altered, predictions floc
most other large states_ re poor, only a 15 pewent sharefor New York
was predicted, and the R2 was lowered to .:732;+-It was therefore con-
cluded ttiat the New York e rience is so inexplicable with this model
as to better be left excluded#rQ m the regressionA
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n.

FOOTNOT TO TECHNICAL PAPER;vn, ,

1. Tax subsidies (or tax.expendituregyshould clearly t be.considered

in-kind subsidies for_purposes of inclusion 0 income When after-tax inCome
AS measured. .Even Whlh pre7tax.income ikmeasured, the case for inclusion
is not clear since families receive sUch4vbsidies only when they pay taxes

and since,after-tax income is the desireermeasure of relative Well-being.

.40

2. For some selected views on ih ect'benefitgof in-kind indome see

L'Gartinkel, Is In-kind Redistrihuti icient,,Institute for Research

.loverty Reprint'Series, Repridt-4,9 iversittr of. Wisaonsintaditon;

.1(...4Nochman.*ib J.D. Rodgers, "Par 'timal Redistributior4"416erican
EOonomic_ReviOW, Sept. 1969, Op. 542- E. Smolensky, L. Stiefel, .

M. gchmundt and R. Plotnick,Addind[n-kind-,Transfers to the.Personal
Income and Outlay Account, InstitufF.for Regeatch-ogOirertylDiscussion

A011Apersi 199774, Oniversity'Of WisconSin-Madison; and L Thurow,"Cash Versgs
InnRind TranSfers," AmericanEconomid Review, Ma 1974i pp.-I90-1,95.

' , k

J' 11 Ot..
is framework of consurtiet sovefeignty res."mer4 it Wods" (or,

paterggAiStic) arguments that.some individLials may t be the bestjudges

.of WiliNris in their own or their families' best.interest.
.

-0-:-

'61 . . , .
.4 :. I

paper utilizes geometric representatiOns fOr,expOsitory purposes.4Zhe' ..,coiteivions may be derivedliathematically.. Such derivation can be

Voun4J406st elbonomic th4ory texteror for a particular application to imit,

kind transfers,,.see M. Schmundt, E. Smolensky, L. Stiefe1 [15]..
,

5... This effect can, (it course, woik to lowet/trecipient.v. ,tion relative

to government oostif the government is less efficient than the ate sector4

Empirical evidence thoWg this to be the case for. utaic housing.
,

6. In igtussion, impacts of in-kin

umed to be xistent; that is, 'the in-kind su .idy may alter effective
ices faqed by the recipient, but,not market prices faced by,the population at

'large. Factor supplies are also agsumed tote unaffected bythe subsidy. Moreover,_

riOallowance iS made for the potential distaste of having toaCcept "welflre" or

.
to use food stamps, for example, which identifies one as A'"food'stamp recipient"

intublic -

, .

sidles ommarket prices are

,. .

7. Eor a re detailed disOussion of the$e condi st And their potential

40/icability to ternative Federal programs, gee M. Sc ndt, E.'Smolensky1i

L.*$tiefel, When Do Recipients Value Transfers At 'lair Costs to Taxeayers?,'
'Institute fqr Researchion Poverty Discussion Papers7186773, University of

Wisconsin - Madison.
e

8. A thi4tiass Of househo ignored in this analysis since they do not

receive food stamps, are those wit ch low preferences for food-that they do

t jparticipate in the programvven hough they are eligible.

9. Galathn [6], Table 5, p..299:

A.or

.1 73
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. 10. The da A ( .

avhilable t .3,- from the 72-73 Surveyapf Consumer
EXpenditurs=are t he fu n assessing casii equivalentS diFfOod Stamps.

.'AIt is only the fi st ar ry i ormation that is available and food sfamp
recipients can no identilajd. us the amounts and proportions oood ,
shoWn in the da ow are averages f amounts for (a) food stamp recipients,
lb).familieseligible for fookstamps, Ut not perticipating in filhe program f
(it i.8 likely that the.preferedbes for food of these eligible, non-perticipating
families will be less than preferences'of food stamp perticionts, thus making
participation in the progcam unattractive from their perspectlVe), aria
(c) families not eligible for food stamps. Thus, these averpges can in no way
be used to make inferences about food consumption of food stamp recipienfs
relative to food stamp allotment amounts; they are shown for informational

.

purposes only.

Weekly Expendituies Ct V116t Home: July 1972-June 1973 .'

..:,

0 Family Size

. ,

, Gross l 2 3 4 . .5
FaMily Weekly Amount 1/ Weekly Mount y Weekly Mount y Weekly inount / Weeny
Income Mount "rric-cime mount TncFee Amount WOme Mount 'Mom

"L
Under $3000 $ 8 28% $15 sie $19 06% '$23 480% / $26°.,
f4400-$3999 $24 36% $25. -.

$4000-$4989 $28 32% /:
$5000-$5999

1972-73 Cori§umer Expenditure Diary Survey; basic tabastions.furni
Bureau of Labor Statistics.'

1/ RatiCA *weekly amouritsj x 52 7 (annual inire at toints)

Food stamp MOhthly allotment,amounts for the: period.Jul*Pec'
were as follows for the one- through five -personVisehOl
$92, $112, and $132.

source:

, .

.

11. Low-rent public housing lionly one
viding benefits to low-income households. It wãVc

on this paper se it is at present the largest 8

4
r.of-fhous
for de

e such
f Obout 60 per. f combined hOusing outlays 1, and because i
,arThque in that .amounf of hOUsing vices consumed is fixed f
Cther housing prog46, rate'tffrOugh pri te.markets *mid allow greateo pe

.,to tle aMountiof hb.using services consumed.
*F.

.12..)0. 8. Departaientof Housing and Urban;:evelopftient [27].. P-
,

.r.-7 13. Kraft-and 016P[7], p.- 11.

`91'

. 411'

.8
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14. 'SUcharii.approach would alSo limit familiea.réceil.fing behefitslrOm

Medicare and Medicaid to3hOse,vo actually,utilizo heat ,serviceS durtilV

a specific timoperiod. Buic, families who:arl#Ihroligd. icare Ot..,.: .

. . _ ,

eligible for Medicaid receive some.benefitS,01004r.ihey i.e health 'Services.4.

...

duking a particular_peniod or not. .*.'
.,..

,

15. Several qualificationS to th s outcome, peculiarltWhealth insurance,

will be diirsed below.

16. Blechman et al. [21, pp. 53-

,

17. This is the opposite resUlt cf the current Situation where price

indOes include weights for goods received free or at low cost.by some families.

Such in-kind transfers are not added intMetncome and such trInsfers (e.g.,(food

stamps and Medicaid) often provide protectim against priCellhcreases. 1

Mr.

18. Smolensky et al. [17] i 1:o. 37. It should tie recailed that sin.gle pror _

gram eash 'equivalent ratios found by Smolensky were quite high for food stamps -I
and public housing.

19. Murray all provides an excellent case study ofthe use'of utility'

functions in estimating cash equivalents; asdtimptionS, derivations, parameter

estimates, and differences in cash equivalents are shown for the Cobb,Douglas

and generalized CES utility functions. In additiomp, SChmundt et al. (14L,

pp. 17-21, contains 4 interestingediscussion of-Some of the problems-of.'

utilizing utility.funCtions.
11\

.

20. Mahoney (91, p..120. .The Specifics of this,' A,Weteohexpr.

06scribed and the discussion ih this paper is theau inpikpretation ok

07.-.. the "net funds released" approacp-i- , 7

\:7Y :.?k ,%.,'
21. It isrpossible .that the food co)sumption to income ratio.might b.4'

ACreased as a result of the food stamp program when the,1955 AgficultUre,..,

Ciikey.i.sused aSthe basis of.the ratio since, theIorogram increases food

mm ion as well as income'. v

I A

/
ng tem'

-..e&g.,e0der L.41 and Table 18 Of this paper'. t
:

, ,

iv 21, h'cQmparisons.could still bp 110Ss distorted than ,at pieSent depend-

p 4.idenge.orof.these Subsidies and,of the relative amoulisSubSidized:
. . .

.

.

7,r.

_

tor pon7portikipatiOn'amonj eli6ibleigoyseholds, noted in
ion, isklots4Dreferences for food relati fb program wrchase
lotment amounts. Other reasons for noh-participatiorrby
low bonu6 val.ues relative tv,tiMiOand monetary c6Sts --

costs.-- of participating (bonus values fall to relatively

ow levels Ctoseta income.'eligibility4limits); friability to accumulate the

funds necessaryiebuy the stamps; welfare stigma;.-acid lack.of knoWledge of Vile

abgTam. it

ing se
irent an

e h3e11ol d
led :transact i

250i Seagrave [13).
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26: These data argerOm the matched M ch-April 197g.CPS, as'shown in
Coder [4] ot derived from special tabUlation provided ohn Coder, Bureau
,of the Census.

27. Subcommittee. On Fiscal Policy [22], p. 244.io
.

t.

213. Subcommittee On iiscal Pol [22], p. 246.

29. Subcommittee Op Fiscal Pol. [20], p. 31.

30. Department of.Housingld Urbaleveropmell (27), p. 128.

31 kepartment of Housingamod Urban De;ielcglent (27), p. 127. .

. 32. Thelescriptions of4edicare and Medicaid that fo1l6 are necOsarily
brief. For a fuller description of their many eligibility provisions ahcr
diverse benefitp the reader is ieferged to Subcommittee On Fiscal iellocy [22].

4. Other age0 persons4lOg enroll for HI Snd pay monthly preMiums,
ently $36, , .

4

34.. Subcommittee On'Fiscal Policy [22], pp. 199 and 207. ,

35. Subcommittee Op Fiscal Policy [221, P. 223.

36. Subcommittee On Fiscal Policy (221, p. 221.

-37, This .is trueet'o a somewho lesser degree for SSI geOipiesti,thaM,for.AFUC.
igtipiehts. In 16.itates,Medicaid behefits.have been limited forSome SSI;re- .

Oslients and id-five so-calledllash out .states (California,40sconsin, Nets, York,
MOOSaChusetts, and Nevada) SSI ecipients.receiv4no good staitis,

'.44V .
. )01'.

. .

, .

. 38. U.Slipepartment of Health, Eduication,4nd Welfare (DHBW), Social and
Rehabilitation Service (SRS), National tepter gersocial Statistics (NCBS),[25],
Part I1.40p...11. .. '',' *I'

....

...

39. DHEW, 141S, NCSS [24],1part I,,..Table If; p 4

..-.11-
40. BOOreyA1141, p. 254144::. 0/

. 4 ,

IF41. DREW, SRB, NCS,[26]; ghrt firi,.p: 6.
.,-.

m
-.42, SubcommiVks!Fiso;l:Policy [21],7b , p. 10.

43. tllocompkiteeC:Fiqiii.PoliCy.[2.11; e 16, p. 30.,
.1, ,..

:44. ommi On FisCal Policy-1221;.v. 2A6.,

,45. Subcommittee.On Bisc01 Policy [22 p. -,225...,,

t

,

e



46. Data were collguted by the General Accountihg Office from administra-
tive.records of the variabsjprograms. Ihe study is based on a random sample

of up to 350 households.,in each of six areas. Sites Were chosen from among

,
the 59 areas dvignated by te Census Burelp as low-inCome areas.

Ar

47. Subcommittee On F scaLPoitcy [19], p. 28.

48. The,CPS utilizes a rotating samOle such that three-quarters of the
repses interviewed in April are also interviewed in March. Interviews

from the.same addresses are then checkect,. nsure that the same.household is

IF
living at that address in both months, le g a sample of "matc14ed"

househo1d9con which the Coder study is ba .

49. This reported total bonus value is 74 percent of'U.S.D.A. reported.

totals. Recipients of food stamps are also underreported, althoudgit is
notAcnown by how much sin .U.S.D.A. does not hawdata on total nOMbess of
recipients over a year. uly 1974, the CPS urcreported recipienti fOr
the.month by some 19 tem It is expected that erreportimg,for the

entire.year would be some t higher due tO greater recall problems'. Thig;

underreporting will obviously bias downward the income and poverty im6acts.
4

.reported in the Coder study.

. 50.. Coder , p. 11.

1. -Coe et al. (5),p. 3-.

Tfie author will be exploring-this subject in,the near futdre.
,

Smeeding study also dealt with t144 impacts of taxes and income

und on current income mlisures and Overtm,counts. :In 1972 he, Q"

found fsof poor hodkholill to be reducedfith0.9.96 million to .

4.52 million Obf4rom 15 percent Of all househOlds to-7tercnt of all ,

households) after;sdjusting income for taxes, underreporting, and the.four

in-kind trarihfers. This rdpresented,a.55-percent reduction in poverty.

' 0 54. Smeeding (16), Table 9-3, p. 316,4 If
"4

55. Bickel and MacDonald (1), Table 1., Revised numbers as sho in

Maurice MacDwald, "Why'Don't More Eligibles Use Food Stampsr, August 1975
(unpublished paper).

401*

*

*

56. Alaskaind Hawaii hve high bont16 valueslur person because ailotmen
schedules are bijher thilh for other tates in ordert* cothpensate for hl§her
food prices. tt

57. :For infoimagOnton these differencekaggoss sietes,Te Subcothittee-
On FiscalAfiiicy [22], pp. 228-233. 4,

58. tlese,variationg are half e tize of'those shown earlier in Medicaid;



69. For example, if the share of the U.s.,poverty population across states
explained all of t4e variance in the share of in-kind dollar transfers across
states gad if the coefficient relating 4the two variables were one, then a one
percentage point rise in the in-kind transfer share wouldibe associated with a

It one percentage pOint rise in the poverty popujoRtion share across states and
-with no other variables. Even under such an unlikely happenstance, however,d
characteristics of the, food stacep/poyerty population across ;states most
importantly the level aild distribution of family incceiea and average family
rsize would cause differing proportions of persons in poverty to be raised

. out oil poverty acrotss states by in-kind transfers.
_

-L.,-
60. Equations were not estimated for.ledicare since it is not an income-

tetted program.
A...

II

6le Dollar transfers -int:the low-rent public housing program are notL
available on a ,state-by-state basis.

:
4

:
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